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Welcome Aboard!
Welcome to our 2020 New Products 
Supplement listing more than 100 
new lines that we have launched 
this year. Keep it with your 2019 
Nauticalia Marine Trade Catalogue 
for our full range of practical boating 
accessories, clothing, and gifts.

New!

New!

6001 60046000 6002

New!

Standard Muggi Still Available

Includes 7-way 
multi spray gun, 
wall hanger and 
½" and ¾" tap 
connectors. 

Easy-start Syphon Pump
When syphoning liquids from one 
container to another, particularly toxic 
or unpleasant ones, the difficult part is 
generating the suction necessary to start 
the flow. This simple, lightweight hand-
operated pump will do the job for you in 
seconds, with no batteries, and deliver up 
to 12 litres per minute. It’s suitable for 
water, fuel, paraffin, cleaning products, 
and chemicals (except corrosive 
chemicals). The rigid inlet pipe, which 
can be poked through narrow hatches 
and fuel cans, is 40cm long and the 
flexible outlet is 60cm long.

New! 3279 Syphon Hand Pump 

No More Unsightly Coils of Hosepipe to Trip Over
The ingenious Hercul-Easy hose solves the problem of how to 
store your hosepipe neatly when not in use. Within seconds of 
you turning off the tap, it cleverly contracts to 1/3 of its length. 
It’s light and supple too, so easily tucked away into in a cupboard, 
bucket, or even a plant pot. Its universal fittings are compatible 
with all standard outside taps and almost any hose accessory, and 
it doesn’t kink or tangle like other hoses can.
• Never tangles or kinks
• Expands up to 3 times the original length
• Lightweight, compact and portable design

New! 6410 Expandable Hose, blue, 25ft (7.5m)  
New! 6411 Expandable Hose, blue, 50ft (15m)  
New! 6412 Expandable Hose, blue, 75ft (22.5m)  
New! 6413 Expandable Hose, blue, 100ft (30m)

Recycled Ocean Plastic 
Muggi Mug Holder
The Ergonomically-designed,  
Non-slip Drinks Carrier. Made 
entirely from recycled plastic waste 
removed from the world’s oceans.  
It’s the ‘greenest’ Muggi ever!

6005 Recycled Ocean Plastic 
Muggi Mug Holder, green

6000 Muggi Mug Holder - Blue
6001 Muggi Mug Holder - Red
6002 Muggi Mug Holder - Grey 
6004 Muggi Mug Holder - Purple

Chandlery
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New!

Coast Torches 
Coast are renowned for their superb quality torches at great value prices. These two new products 
are no exception – we are delighted to introduce a lightweight plastic version of their cornerstone 
HP7 torch, and a rechargeable head torch both priced keenly for impulse buy sales. Supplied in 
display packs of 6 – just open the box and start selling! 
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Rechargeable

New!

Powerful rechargeable head torch
• High performance – 270 lumen beam
• USB Rechargeable
• 5-10hrs use per charge
• Counter-top display unit supplied

Powerful lightweight torch
• High performance – 240 lumen beam
• Beam focus – flood to spot
• Plastic case saves cost and weight
• Counter-top display unit supplied

Coast Rechargeable Head  
Torch Display Pack of 6
Coast’s FL13R is an incredibly good value 
rechargeable lightweight head torch. A special COB 
LED produces a general broad beam with high (270 
lumens), low (85 lumens), red (to preserve your 
night vision), and flashing red (emergency) settings. 
The beam angle can be adjusted for close up or 
distance use, and it is fully rechargeable via USB 
lead (supplied) providing 5-10 hours use per charge. 
5-year warranty. Supplied as a counter-top display 
unit of 6 torches, each in ‘try me’ clear packaging, 
with optional hard hat clips.  

5457 Coast FL13R Head Torch Display Pack of 6

Coast HP7-XDL Torch Display Pack of 6
The HP7 torch is the cornerstone of the Coast range 
- offering high power in a comfortable, compact size. 
This new version packs all that performance into a 
lightweight plastic body which offers a substantial 
cost saving as well as weight. The HP7-XDL produces 
a super-bright white 240 lumen beam which can be 
focussed from spot to flood with one hand. Even the 
low setting of 70 lumens is very bright and extends 
battery life to 17 hours. Uses 3xAAA batteries 
(supplied) and comes with the same 5-year warranty 
as its aluminium counterpart. Supplied as a counter-
top display unit of 6 torches, each in ‘try me’ clear 
packaging. 

5458 Coast HP7-XDL Torch Display Pack of 6
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Coast Multi Tools 
We’re delighted to introduce a superb range of multi tools 
from LED torch experts Coast. As we have come to expect 
from Coast, they’re all incredibly well made, from high grade 
materials, and offered at good value price points. Unusually, 
LED illumination is built into the handle of each to help 
when working in awkward dark spots. They come supplied in 
well thought-out retail packaging, with each model available 
gift boxed or in clear ‘try me’ hanging packs. 

Clear Pack (Euroslot)

Choice of packaging 
does not affect price.

Gift Boxed

Built-in lights Easy Access Spring-loaded

Built-in lights Easy Access Spring-loaded

Coast Compact LED Multi Tools
We love these little multi-tools from American brand Coast - not 
only does each contain 14 useful tools (knife, spring-loaded pliers, 
screwdrivers, bottle opener, wire stripper, etc.), but built into the handle 
is an LED to illuminate the job in hand. They’re very well made, from 
stainless steel and, unlike some we’ve tried, the handles are comfortable 
in use and have non-slip rubber grips. And when you’ve finished, they 
fold to a perfectly pocket-sized 8cm long. Lifetime warranty.

5440 Coast Compact LED130 Multi Tool, silver, clear pack
5441 Coast Compact LED130 Multi Tool, silver, gift boxed
5442 Coast Compact LED135 Multi Tool, black, clear pack
5443 Coast Compact LED135 Multi Tool, black, gift boxed

Coast LED Multi Tools
Like many multi-tools on the market these days, these offer a variety 
of handy functions - knife, spring-loaded pliers, screwdrivers, bottle 
opener, wire stripper, etc. – 15 in all. However, what really sets them 
apart is an LED light built into the handle to illuminate the job in hand. 
They’re very well made, from stainless steel and, unlike some we’ve 
tried, the handles are comfortable in use and have non-slip rubber grips. 
Supplied with a black carry case, they measure 16cm in use, 10cm 
folded. Lifetime warranty.

5444 Coast LED140 Multi Tool, silver, clear pack
5445 Coast LED140 Multi Tool, silver, gift boxed
5446 Coast LED145 Multi Tool, black, clear pack
5447 Coast LED145 Multi Tool, black, gift boxed
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Retailer Display Stand
FREE when you stock in full,  
and we will list your store on  
the Coast website.  
5760 Coast Retailer  
Display, FREE

See more Coast Torches & 
Lanterns on pages 5-9 of 
our 2019 Marine Catalogue

2 Buit-in Lights Easy Access Spring-loaded

High | Low Dual Colour: 
White / Red

Hinged Beam 
Adjustment

Hard Hat  
Compatibility

400
3h 30mins

28

Coast Pro LED Multi Tools
The Pro versions of Coast’s multi-tool contain 13 useful functions 
- spring-loaded pliers, screwdrivers, bottle opener, scissors, wire 
stripper etc – plus a strong locking serrated knife blade. Uniquely, 
they also have two LED lights built into the handle to illuminate 
the job in hand – one for the knife and one for the pliers. They’re 
very well made, from stainless steel and, unlike some we’ve tried, 
the handles are comfortable in use and have non-slip rubber grips. 
Supplied with a black carry case, they measure 16cm in use, 10cm 
folded. Lifetime warranty.

5448 Coast Pro LED150 Multi Tool, silver, clear pack
5449 Coast Pro LED150 Multi Tool, silver, gift boxed
5450 Coast Pro LED155 Multi Tool, black, clear pack
5451 Coast Pro LED155 Multi Tool, black, gift boxed 

Coast HL45 400 Lumen Head Torch
A compact and lightweight weatherproof head torch that offers a 
choice of beam strength – a brilliant 400 lumen floodlight to 28m, 
or 130 lumens for a long battery life. It incorporates a red LED 
to protect your night vision and a hinge to adjust beam angle for 
distance or close-up work. Uses 3xAAA batteries (included) and is 
supplied, with hard hat clips, in a clever blister pack that allows your 
customers to see just how bright 400 lumens is.

5452 Coast HL45 400 Lumen Head Torch, black/red
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6364

6269

6365

6322

6366

6278 6279 6280

6283

63276324

6282

6329 6328

6325
Adjustable Velcro strap

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

New!

New!

New!

6325 Mermaid Off Duty Cap
6278 Captain & Anchor Yachtsman Cap
6279 Skipper & Anchor Yachtsman Cap
6280 Crew & Anchor Yachtsman Cap
6282 Anchor/Leaf Yachtsman Cap
6283 Ship’s Wheel/Leaf Yachtsman Cap
6269 Vintage Vessel Cap
6322 Seas the Day Cap
6324 Warning, Old & Grumpy Cap
6327 Captain & Gold Leaf Yachting Cap
6329 Pusser’s, Good to the Last Drop Cap 
6328 Engineer Yachting Cap. New addition 
to our best-selling range of crew caps.

Knitted Beanie Hats
Made from a double layer of knitted  
acrylic, our beanie hats are very warm 
and durable. This new range features 
our most popular crew ranks with 
an anchor design embroidered – not 
printed – onto the front. Navy Blue. 
One size fits all (adult). 

6364 Captain & Anchor Beanie
6365 Skipper & Anchor Beanie
6366 Crew & Anchor Beanie

Yachtsman Caps
Finest quality caps heavily embroidered – not printed –  
with the most popular of our crew ranks and nautical slogans.  
Made from 100% cotton twill, with plastic-stiffened brims  
and Velcro adjustment. One size fits all – 54-61cm. 

Nautical Caps & Beanies
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6296 6297 6298 6299

WATER
PROOF

WATER
PROOF

New!

WATER
PROOF

6353

6352

Dexshell Waterproof Socks, Gloves & Hats
High-tech waterproof, windproof and breathable accessories that really do work, and do so equally well sailing in the 
Solent, or on rainy days on the High Street! Ideal for all outdoor activities including sailing, cycling, canoeing, fishing, 
hunting, walking, riding, running, basically anything where you want to keep hands, feet and head warm and dry. 

New! New! New! New!

DexShell Waterproof Socks – Two Lengths
Close-fitting and waterproof all the way up. The tops also 
incorporate DexShell’s patented in-cuff seal system which 
significantly reduces the ability of splashed water to 
seep into the top. The fabric has been designed to stretch 
both lengthways as well as widthways for a supremely 
comfortable fit. The inner layer is 40% Merino wool for 
warmth. Sizes S, M, L, XL. 

6353 Overcalf waterproof sock. Reaching over the calf 
to just below the knee, perfect for wearing with taller 
boots. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. 

6352 Mid-calf waterproof sock. Sizes: S, M, L, XL. 

Reflective Yarn Waterproof Beanie
An excellent piece of performance headwear containing DexShell’s patent 
construction technology to keep you dry and warm, and reflective yarns woven 
into the fabric to help you be seen at night. A quiet (non rustle) and comfortable 
fit with a fine micro fleece fabric inner and close fit brim band to give a snug 
fit that resists the elements. Outer shell: 100% acrylic with waterproof and 
breathable membrane. 

6368S-M Reflective yarn Waterproof beanie 
6368L-XL Reflective yarn Waterproof beanie

Dexshell Waterproof Thermafit  
Neo Touchscreen Gloves
A highly dexterous and tactile glove enhanced 
by the Grip Dots on the palm aiding superb 
grip and control. Fast moisture transfer with 
anti-bacterial performance. The inner layer 
incorporates 92% Coolmax® yarns to aid 
wicking and maintain steady temperature. 
Touchscreen compatible, allows you to use your 
smartphone without removal. Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
6363 Waterproof touchscreen gloves

Illuminated Beanie - Headlights for Your Head
As the long winter nights draw in, you’ll appreciate the high-performance 
LEDs sewn into the front of these knitted beanies. They provide an 
incredibly bright, broad beam with three brightness levels for hands-free 
work, sailing, walking, or cycling, or simply to ensure you can be seen 
by drivers. Quick-drying acrylic/polyester fabric is machine washable 
(remove LED unit first). One size fits all (adult). Uses 2xCR2032 
batteries (included).

6296 LED Beanie, black
6297 LED Beanie, navy
6298 LED Beanie, Hi-Viz yellow
6299 LED Beanie, grey
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Versatile OctoGrip™ Gloves
Antifouling, grinding, lifting, fibre glassing, carpentry, rope work, 
engineering… Many jobs call for hand protection, but most protective 
gloves on the market are cheaply made and poorly fitting - making it 
difficult to grip things safely or work comfortably all day. The American-
designed OctoGrip™ range are in a different league – snug fitting, they’re 
comfortable and highly dextrous, meaning you can use them for a variety 
of tasks. They also feature highly grippy textured palm coatings to 
ensure a secure grip on your work, wet or dry, yet so tactile you can even 
write with them on. A choice of five versions are available, to suit your 
customers’ specific needs. All are tough and long lasting, lightweight, and 
breathable, and are supplied on smart Euroslot header cards.

Sell More Gloves! 
You will sell more OctoGrip gloves when you are able to fully explain their benefits, and demonstrate why they are far superior to other 
gloves on the market. These smart display stands incorporate a video to explain the range, uses, and features, and will help you sell them. 
They’re FREE when you buy the stock – either select your own range, or opt for one of our easy starter packs.

5417 5419

Video will 
enhance 
sales

Video will do 
your selling 
for you

OctoGrip Countertop Starter Pack
A quick and easy way to start selling OctoGrip gloves, this 
starter pack comprises a countertop merchandiser packed 
with a selection of the core lines – a total of 36 units: 
12 pairs 5920 Cold Weather Glove (3xM, 6xL, 3xXL) 
12 pairs 5925 Heavy Duty Glove (3xM, 6xL, 3xXL) 
12 pairs 5927 High Performance Glove (3xM, 6xL, 3xXL) 

5419 OctoGrip Countertop Starter Pack

OctoGrip Floor Starter Pack
A quick and easy way to start selling OctoGrip gloves, this starter 
pack comprises a floor-standing merchandiser packed with the full 
range of styles and sizes – a total of 126 units: 
28 pairs 5920 Cold Weather Glove (6xM, 12xL, 10xXL) 
26 pairs 5923 Heavy Duty Polycotton Glove (6xM, 10xL, 10xXL) 
28 pairs 5925 Heavy Duty Glove (6xM, 12xL, 10xXL) 
26 pairs 5927 High Performance Glove (6xM, 10xL, 10xXL) 
18 pairs 5928 Cut Safety Glove (6xM, 6xL, 6xXL)

5417 OctoGrip Floor Starter Pack

Octogrip Gloves 
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Cold Weather Glove
With a Hi-Viz orange 15G polyester outer and 
brushed acrylic liner, this cold weather variant 
provides extra warmth and remains flexible and much 
more comfortable in extreme conditions than typical 
insulated gloves. The OctoGrip™ latex palm ensures 
maximum grip and good resistance against chemicals 
and abrasion.

5920M Cold Weather Glove M/8
5920L Cold Weather Glove L/9
5920XL Cold Weather Glove XL/10

High Performance Glove
Like a second skin, this lightweight, form-fitting variant 
is the pinnacle in comfort, with a modern 15G nylon/lycra 
liner to give full upper-hand breathability and flexibility. 
The PalmWick® nitrile-coated palm is also breathable and 
wicks sweat away for all-day comfort, grip, and feel, as 
well as providing chemical resistance.

5927M High Performance Glove M/8
5927L High Performance Glove L/9
5927XL High Performance Glove XL/10

Heavy Duty Polycotton Glove 
A versatile general-use 13G poly/cotton glove which 
provides additional warmth/protection compared to the 
breathable nylon/lycra option, whilst remaining form-fitting 
and dextrous for all-day comfort. The OctoGrip™ latex 
palm ensures maximum grip and good resistance against 
chemicals and abrasion.

5923M Heavy Duty Polycotton Glove M/8
5923L Heavy Duty Polycotton Glove L/9
5923XL Heavy Duty Polycotton Glove XL/10

Heavy Duty Glove 
A versatile general-use glove with a modern 
15G nylon/lycra liner to give full upper-hand 
breathability and superior form-fitting comfort. The 
OctoGrip™ latex palm ensures maximum grip and 
good resistance against chemicals and abrasion.

5925M Heavy Duty Glove M/8
5925L Heavy Duty Glove L/9
5925XL Heavy Duty Glove XL/10

Cut Safety Glove
This cut resistant variant is certified to ANSI-ISEA 105-
2016 cut level A5 and EN388: 2016 cut level E standards, 
and made from Hi-Viz yellow reinforced 13G HPPE 
making it especially suitable for use when working with 
blades or sharp edges. Additional reinforcement between 
the thumb and forefinger provides enhanced protection at 
this particularly vulnerable spot. The PalmWick® nitrile-
coated palm wicks sweat away for all-day comfort, grip, 
and feel, as well as providing chemical resistance.

5928M Cut Safety Glove M/8
5928L Cut Safety Glove L/9
5928XL Cut Safety Glove XL/10

Octogrip Gloves
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Limit Watches
Limit were established in 1912, and now we are distributors for their range of superb value watches. 
Offering a variety of styles, the collection features analogue and digital movements, with classic,  
modern, and sports designs. Nicely packaged, with keen price-points, we have found them to be great 
impulse purchases and gift ideas that sell particularly well when placed near the till point.

98126

98124

98127

98125

98313

98128

98315

Limit Glow Dial Watch 
If you need a watch that’s easy to read, day or night, then this is 
the one for you. The entire face is coated in a luminous material, 
so the black hands and numerals stand out even in the dark 
- with no buttons to press. It’s comfortable too - lightweight 
with a soft black silicone strap. Case diameter 40mm. 2-year 
guarantee. Gift boxed. 
95463 Limit Glow Dial Watch, black

Limit Digital Countdown Watches 
Features include: day/date, AM/PM and 12/24 hrs format, daily  
alarms, hourly chime, dual time, countdown timer and backlight.  
Case diameter 44mm, with silicone strap. 100m water resistant.  
2-year guarantee. Gift boxed.  
98313 Limit Countdown Watch, blue/lime
98315 Limit Countdown Watch, white/pink

Limit Digital  
Countdown Watches 
Features include: day/date, AM/
PM and 12/24 hrs format, daily 
alarms, hourly chime, dual time, 
countdown timer and backlight. 
Case diameter 52mm, with 
silicone strap. 2-year guarantee. 
Gift boxed. 100m water resistant.

98126 Limit Digital   
Countdown Watch, red

98127 Limit Digital  
Countdown Watch, blue

98128 Limit Digital  
Countdown Watch, black

Limit Military-style Watch
A nylon strap, black alloy case, and black face with large 
crisp white markings, gives this watch a distinctly military 
appearance. Case diameter 42mm. Water resistant to 30m.  
2-year guarantee. Gift boxed. 

98124 Limit Military-style Watch, black/khaki
98125 Limit Military-style Watch, black/blue

Limit Watches
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Limit ProXR Watch Display Card
This information card helps explain the 
features and benefits of the ProXR watches. 
FREE when you buy the stock.

0009 Limit ProXR watch display card

9539891343

96795 96796

Limit ProXR Countdown Watch
Limit’s philosophy of producing superb designs, packed with features and available at great 
value prices is apparent in their ProXR model – behind the rugged marine styling lies a watch 
with stopwatch, countdown timer, pacer, day/date, five alarms, and night time illumination. It’s 
waterproof to 100m and comes gift-boxed, with a 2-year guarantee. Case diameter 50mm.

91343 Limit ProXR Countdown Watch, black/orange
95398 Limit ProXR Countdown Watch, navy/blue

Limit Wire Guard Digital Watch 
To ‘Adventure-proof’ this watch, the 
chunky ABS plastic case is protected with 
stainless steel bars and bolted to a rugged 
silicone strap. Its long list of features 
includes: day/date, stopwatch with lap 
memory and split time, alarm, and 
backlight. Water resistant to 100m and 
offered with a 2-year guarantee.  
Case diameter 50mm. Gift boxed.

96795 Limit Wire Guard  
Digital Watch, black/orange

96796 Limit Wire Guard 
 Digital Watch, navy/green

Limit Digital Watch
This feature-packed sports 
watch boasts huge numerals 
- easy to read at a glance 
- and a lightweight 47mm 
case with matching silicone 
strap. The specification 
includes stopwatch, 
countdown timer, calendar, 
alarm, backlight, and 
dual time display, and is 
waterproof to 100m. 2-year 
guarantee. Gift boxed.

96793 Limit Digital 
Watch, navy/lime

Limit Active Watch
Limit’s ‘Active’ watch is 
for active people – features 
include: stopwatch, 
backlight, day/date, and 
alarm, all packed into a 
tough black ABS plastic 
case and finished with a 
bright yellow strap. Case 
diameter 49mm. Water 
resistant to 100m. 2-year 
guarantee. Gift boxed. 

97881 Limit Active 
Watch, black/yellow

Limit Sports Watches
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Torch Watch 
Display Card 
This information 
card helps explain the 
unique torch function 
of the 95895 torch 
watch. FREE when 
you buy the stock.

0008 Limit Torch 
watch display card

Limit Super-lightweight Sports Watch
This super-lightweight (only 22g!) sports watch has a case diameter of 33mm, so is ideal for 
ladies or those who don’t like their watches too chunky. Black hands on a white face offer 
good clarity, and can be read at night thanks to the backlight function. A sporty grey PU case/
strap completes the sporty look, and is water resistant to 100m. 2-year guarantee. Gift boxed. 

Limit Sports Watch
The bright, oversized numerals, luminous hands, and backlight function ensure this sports 
watch can be read easily at a glance. At 48mm diameter the case is large, but the watch 
remains incredibly lightweight at just 55g. 100m water resistant. 2-year guarantee. Gift boxed. 

See more Limit Watches  
on pages 10-15 of our  
2019 Marine Catalogue

Limit Torch Sports Watch
This diving-style watch is easy to read thanks 
to the crisp white face, luminous hands, and 
backlight function. But what really sets this 
watch apart is the built-in LED torch that 
illuminates at the press of a button. Case 
diameter 46mm, with black silicone strap.  
Gift boxed. 100m water resistant.
95895 Limit Torch Sports  
Watch, black/white

96798 Limit Sports 
Watch, navy/lime

96799 Limit Sports 
Watch, grey/red

95896 Limit Sports 
Watch, grey/orange

95897 Limit Sports 
Watch, grey/green

Limit Sports Watches
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New!

New!

Sell More Watches
Limit watches are supplied at very attractive, almost ‘impulse-buy’, price points. To make them even 
easier to sell, we have display stands and information cards available free of charge when you buy the 
stock – please call us on +44 (0)1932 244396 for details. Alternatively, just choose one of the starter 
packs below which include two of each watch and relevant merchandising accessories, grouped by style.

Countdown Watch Starter Pack
The easy way to start selling Limit’s superb range 
of Countdown watches. This starter pack contains:
2x 98126 Digital countdown watch, red
2x 98127 Digital countdown watch, blue
2x 98128 Digital countdown watch, black
2x 98313 Countdown watch, blue/lime
2x 98315 Countdown watch, white/pink
2x 91343 PRO XR countdown watch, black/orange
2x 95398 PRO XR countdown watch, navy/blue
(1x 0137 Limit Classic watch stand)
(1x 0009 PRO XR POS card)
Along with display stand.
4159 Limit Countdown Watch Starter Pack

Sports Starter Pack
The easy way to start selling  
Limit’s superb value range of  
sports-inspired watches.  
This starter pack contains:
2x 95895 Torch Watch
2x 95896 Sports watch (grey/orange)
2x 95897 Sports watch (grey/green)
2x 96793 Digital watch (navy/lime)
2x 98126 Digital Countdown watch (red)
2x 96795 Wire Guard watch (black/orange)
2x 96796 Wire Guard watch (navy/green)
2x 96798 Sports watch (navy/lime)
2x 96799 Sports watch (grey/red)
2x 97881 Active Watch (yellow)
(1x 0175 Watch Display POS Stand)
(1x 0008 Torch Watch POS card)
Along with display stand and  
information cards.

4127 Limit Sports Designs Starter Pack

Limit Starter Packs
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Gorilla Tough – Incredibly Strong Glue & Tape
Gorilla is the best-selling range of waterproof adhesives from America, now available from 
Nauticalia. The compact display stand (which is free when you stock in full) allows you to make 
the most of every precious square metre of floor space in-store – a must for busy chandleries.

2582 2583

2576 2577 2578

2585 Gorilla 
Display 
Stand

2563 Gorilla 
Ready 
Stocked Mini 
Merchandiser

New!

New!

Sell More!
This retail display stand is FREE when 
you buy the stock in full. Please call us 
on +44 (0)1932 244396 for details.

Gorilla Glue
The best-selling super-strong glue from America - 
bonds wood, stone, metal, ceramic. 100% Waterproof.

2576 Gorilla Glue. 60ml. 
2577 Gorilla Glue. 115ml.  
2578 Gorilla Glue. 250ml.

Gorilla Epoxy Glue
Two-part epoxy sets strong in only 5 minutes.

2575 Gorilla Epoxy Glue. 25ml. 

Gorilla Tape
Legendary Gorilla sticking 
power in a tough woven 
tape that grips even rough 
surfaces.
2582 Gorilla  
Tape. 11m. 

2583 Gorilla  
Tape. 32m.

Gorilla Crystal  
Clear Waterproof 
Repair Tape
Ideal for all sorts of 
repairs. It will also create 
an airtight, waterproof 
patch - perfect for 
inflatables.

2586 Gorilla Clear 
Waterproof Repair  
Tape. 8.2m.

Gorilla Grab  
Adhesive Tube
To minimise waste, 
particularly on smaller 
projects, Gorilla’s high 
strength grab adhesive 
is available in a handy 
80ml tube. It’s flexible and 
waterproof, and even bonds 
under water. Suitable for 
most surfaces including 
wood, plastic, metal, and 
laminate
New! 2559 Gorilla Grab 
Adhesive Tube. 80ml. 

Gorilla All-Weather 
Extreme Tape
Uses the same tough cloth and 
backing as standard Gorilla 
Tape, but with an all-weather 
adhesive that holds strong in 
rain, snow, and sun. It’s the best 
choice for permanent outdoor 
repairs in extreme conditions, 
and even sticks to wet surfaces.
New! 2562 Gorilla  
All-Weather Extreme  
Tape. 11m.

Gorilla Tough
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Reverse

New! New!

Reverse Reverse
Reverse

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

See more Keyrings on  
pages 74-77 of our  
2019 Marine Catalogue

6910

6921

69176915 691869166914

6919 6920

6911 6912 6913

New! Charms Keyrings 

97807 “Pirate” Woven  
Keyring, 10cm

97806 “Ancient Mariner” 
Woven Keyring, 10cm

97794 “Captain” Woven  
Keyring, 11cm

4417 Pocket 
Compass. 

Monkey’s Fist  
Keyring Display
This wooden counter-top display stand 
comes loaded with 96 mixed keyrings 
– each a monkey’s fist knot tied in 
colourful rope and finished with a 
metal anchor. A perfect impulse buy 
item best placed at the till point.

New! 4834 Monkey Fist and  
Anchor Keyring, 96 assorted  
on display stand. 

Keyrings
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New!

New!

New!

Nautical Aprons
Nautical themed aprons with a neck loop, adjustable ties. Made from heavy-duty 
100% cotton. Machine washable. One size. 

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

52708

52719

78414 53077

52718

New! 53076 Lighthouse 
Apron, blue/white, 68x87cm

New! 52718 Apron “Seas The Day”, navy, 75x71cm
New! 52719 Apron with Anchor, navy, 75x71cm
New! 52708 Apron “Work Like a Captain”, navy, 75x71cm

78414 Apron with Sailboat, 
navy stripes, 68x87cm.

New! 53077 Lighthouse Apron, 
navy stripe/red, 68x87cm

Nautical Aprons
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New!

New!

New!

Denim-style Nautical Cushions
Bring a touch of the seaside into your home with 
nautical-inspired cushions. Cushion covers made 
from blue denim-style 100% cotton with white 
printed design. Plain back with a zip. Removable 
outer cover for machine washing.

See more Fish Cushions  
on pages 78 of our  
2019 Marine Catalogue

53094

6735 6736

6738

6737

53099

53095 53096

Hessian Beach Bag 
Made from heavy-duty 
hessian, printed with a 
bold anchor motif and 
lined with a nautical blue 
and white stripe cotton 
fabric. Tough blue and 
white webbing handles, 
magnetic closure, a 
reinforced base to ensure 
it stands upright, and an internal pocket for 
those essentials complete the specification. 
Measures 37x37x15cm.

Canvas Beach Bags 
Made from heavy-duty 100% cotton canvas, and featuring chunky rope handles, this  
bag is built to last and will swallow up everything that you need for a day at the beach,  
picnic, or shopping trip. It also incorporates a magnetic fastening, and an internal zipped  
pocket to keep those essentials safe and close at hand. Measures 37x37x15cm.

New! 6735 Breton Stripe Canvas Beach Bag, blue/white
New! 6736 Breton Stripe Canvas Beach Bag, red/white
New! 6737 Canvas Beach Bag, blue/white

Grey Seal Cushion 
New to our range of sea life cushions (see 
page 78 of our 2019 catalogue), this Grey 
Seal is great fun and surprisingly lifelike. 
CE tested for toy safety (ages 3+).

New! 56206 Grey Seal Cushion, 55cm

New! 53094 Denim-style Cushion 
with Anchor, blue, 40cm

New! 53095 Denim-style “Seas the 
Day” Cushion, blue, 40cm 

New! 53096 Denim-style “Sailing” 
Cushion, blue, 40cm

New! 53099 Denim-style “Welcome 
Aboard” Cushion, blue, 50x30cm

New! 6738 Lined Hessian  
Beach Bag, Anchor Design

Nautical Textiles
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3552 Seaside Stuff

3557 Salty Code Flags

3562 Regatta

3553 Red Boat 

3558 Flagging It Up Code Flags

3563 Happy Birthday Candles
(Colour in the candles)

3554 Looking East, Looking West

3559 Sailor’s Eye Chart 

3564 Against The Flow

3555 Pebbles

3560 Rip Tide 

3556 English Rows Beach Huts

See more Greeting Cards  
on pages 68-73 of our  
2019 Marine Catalogue

All at Sea Cards
Our range of greeting cards are colourful, witty, 
thought-provoking and quirky. Derived from 
limited-edition prints created by Royal College 
of Art-trained Paul Martin, they’ll raise a smile 
or a wry eyebrow among fans of agile wordplay 
and striking imagery. Blank inside for your own 
message, measuring 15x15cm and supplied with 
white gummed envelopes. 

All at Sea Greeting Cards
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3567 Upon Reflection 

3572 Here Comes The Sun 

3568 Blake’s Boat

3573 All You Need Is Love

3569 Boats On The Dart 

3574 With Love from Me To You

3565 Vive La Différence 

3570 Isle of Wight 

3575 Britannia Waives the Rules 3576 Pensive Puffin

3566 Pecking Order

3571 Southwold

Sell more cards! 
FREE greeting 
cards display stands 
available. Call us on  
+44 (0)1932 244396 
for details.

New!

0329

All at Sea Greeting Cards



Wooden Bunting
Unusually, the flags on these bunting sets 
are made, not from fabric, but thin plywood 
board and painted with nautical designs. This gives 
them a crisp finish and suits long-term use. Suitable for 
indoors and outdoors, although they will fade over time 
if left outdoors.

Nauticalia Ltd, The Ferry Point, Ferry Lane,  
Shepperton-on-Thames, Middlesex, TW17 9LQ, England.

Tel: +44 (0)1932 244396  Email: sales@nauticalia.com 
Website: www.nauticalia-trade-sales.com  

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

New!

Code Flag 
Bunting
Traditionally, code 
flags or international 
signal flags are 
used by ships at sea 
individually to spell 
out short messages or 
in combinations with 
special meanings. 
Our code flag bunting 
includes 40 code flags 
(letters of the alphabet, 
numbers 0-9, and three 
signal flags). Made from 
colourful, lightweight 
polyester, it is intended 
for decorative use 
around your home, 
office, garden or boat! 
15 metres.

New!New!

New! 53168 Wooden Code Flag Numbers Bunting, 130cm

New! 53169 Wooden Code Flag Bunting, 160cm

New! 6159 Code Flag Bunting (40 Flags)

Union Flags
Made from high-quality rot-resistant polyester. Hanging  
couldn’t be easier with a reinforced hem and metal eyelets.  
These Union flags are ideal for royal occasions, sporting  
events and street parties Available in three sizes.

New! 6057 Union Flag, 60x90cm
New! 6058 Union Flag, 90x150cm 
New! 6059 Union Flag, 120x180cm



Order online at www.nauticalia-trade-sales.com
or call us on +44 (0)1932 244396

The Marine Traditionalists
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Nautical Gift Catalogue
If you’re based in a coastal or tourist location,  
don’t miss our 2020 nautical gift 
catalogue – packed with more than 
2,000 gifts, souvenirs, and décor all 
inspired by the sea. Call us today  
on +44 (0)1932 244396 for your 
FREE copy.

Managing Director

Saint30 Rechargeable Search Light
The Saint30 is a serious piece of kit. From a ‘bomb-proof’ engineered 
aluminium casing, three high-spec LEDs pump out an incredible 
5600 lumen, 480m beam – this is military or search & rescue grade 
equipment. Be careful where you point it! Rechargeable by mains 
or USB, you can expect 2.5 hours service at full power and up to 60 
hours on its lowest setting (at 105 lumens; even this is bright!). Once 
charged, it also acts as a 14.8v power bank for keeping your phone 
or tablet topped up on the move. Adding even more to the list of 
features, it comes supplied in a corduroy case with charging cables 
and shoulder strap, and has a 5-year warranty. Waterproof to 1m. 
Measures 20cm long.

Welcome Aboard!
Welcome to our 2019 catalogue (with 2020 prices) of 
gadgets and equipment with a practical marine theme, 
ideal for chandlers, outdoor sports shops, and garden 
centres. Together with our comprehensive range of 
traditional nautical instruments, lighting, and clothing 
we offer more than 1,000 product lines catering for 
anyone with a passion for boating or a love of the sea.

With low minimum quantities and no minimum 
order value, generous price breaks, personalisation/
customisation opportunities, and quick delivery, we 
hope that what we have to offer will help you trade 
successfully and stay ahead of your competitors. Please 
enjoy browsing the catalogue, and we look forward 
to hearing from you or seeing you at trade shows 
throughout the year – please tell us how we can improve 
our service and help you sell more. 

To order, please call our dedicated sales team on  
+44 (0)1932 244396, e-mail sales@nauticalia.com,  
or order online at www.nauticalia-trade-sales.com.

Prices - please note: At the time of printing (January 2020) the uncertainties 
of BREXIT were heightened and many of the issues particularly around 
international trade remained unresolved. We intend the prices printed to be 
valid throughout 2020, and we have taken steps to try and protect our cost 
prices and exchange rates in order to achieve this. However, we reserve 
the right to make price changes should the need arise during the life of the 
catalogue, and we will let you know when you order should this be necessary. 
Our website will reflect the correct price at the time of order.

New!
5480 NexTorch Saint30 
Rechargeable 5600 Lumen Torch
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5482 Merchandiser for 5481 360Degree Pocket 
Lantern. FREE display stand available when you 
stock in full – please call us for details.

Hands-free Lighting  
Just Where You Need It 
Clip, hang, stand, strap… even magnet this lantern 
pretty much anywhere you need reliable hands-
free 360-degree illumination. It’s no bigger than 
your thumb, but it will offer up to 30 hours of 
bright white light using just one AA battery, with 
a choice of high (70 lumen) and low (10 lumen) 
settings. Supplied with battery, clip, and cord.
5481 360Degree Pocket Lantern

NexTorch Clip Light
Clip this little torch – just 5cm wide – onto the 
peak of a cap, backpack straps, clothing, tent, 
etc, and it will provide convenient hands-free 
illumination that you can point just where you 
need it. Powered by 2xAAA batteries (supplied), 
it will run in high (70 lumen) mode for 4.5 
hours, or low (7 lumen) mode for up to 44 hours, 
and also offers a flashing SOS mode in case of 
emergency.
5483 Compact Multi Purpose Clip Light

NexTorches
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5479 Merchandiser 
for NexTool keyrings.

FREE display stand 
available when you 
stock in full – 
please call us 
for details.

5488 5489 5490

FREE 
S-Biner

NexTool TaoTool
The recessed blade on this keyring 
tool makes short work of rope, 
webbing, or packing tape, and 
folds neatly out of the way for 
safe storage on your keyring – 
locking open just when you need it. 
Measures 11cm open, 7cm closed.
5485 Rope Cutter/Rescue Key

Captain Gulp
Captain Gulp is a metal keyring packed with 
handy functions – rope/box cutter, bottle opener, 
screwdriver… Unusually, he will also clip to 
the side of your smartphone or tablet, holding 
it at just the right angle for hands-free viewing. 
Measures 6.5cm long.
5486 “Captain Gulp” 10-in-1 Multi Tool

NexTool Com2Eat
It’s a spoon, a fork (‘spork’, anyone?), 
a bottle opener, and screwdriver – just 
what you need to survive in the great 
outdoors (well, it’ll see you through 
dinner in an emergency at least!). Just 
7cm long and supplied with S-Biner 
clip for your keyring.
5487 Spork “com2eat” Tool

NexTool Keyring Tools
It’s astonishing how many functions NexTool have packed 
into these quirky, but really useful, keyring tools – spanners, 
screwdrivers, bottle openers, rope cutters… Supplied with free 
S-Biner clips, they make a perfect impulse buy add-on sale. 
5488 “Glacial Pegasus” Multi Tool/S-Biner
5489 “Happy Hero” Multi Tool/S-Biner
5490 “Tiny Sting” Multi Tool/S-Biner

NexTool TaoBar
At only 6cm long when folded, you’ll barely notice this little tool on 
your keyring, but when you need a knife, rope/webbing/box cutter, 
bottle opener, or nail lifter/pry bar, it’ll be the first thing you reach 
for. Supplied with free S-Biner clip.
5484 Rope Cutter/Rescue Knife/S-Biner

NexTools
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Coast Range 
We love this range of torches and lanterns from American brand Coast – they offer superb build quality, high-grade 
materials, and cutting-edge LED technology at very reasonable prices - great value! It’s difficult to explain just how 
bright they are, so the innovative packaging allows your customers to try in-store without opening the pack.  
All Coast products come with a five year guarantee.

5776

5777

5778

5795

320
3h 30mins

118

710
2hrs

247

530
5h 45mins

209 710
2h 15mins

247

1000
11hrs

351

Li-ION Cartridge Alkaline batteries

375
1h 30mins

193

5% Discount 

PolySteel Discounted Display Pack  
With 5% Discount 
A ready-to-go display pack containing 10 of Coast’s PolySteel 
torches in a counter-top merchandiser with 5% off the regular 
unit prices. Includes: 
4x 5776 PolySteel PS200 LED Torch
4x 5777 PolySteel PS400 LED Torch
2x 5778 PolySteel PS600 LED Torch

Waterproof to 3m

New Coast PolySteel LED Torches
Coast’s PolySteel range combines a tough stainless-steel core with a  
lightweight textured polyresin coating. The result - a light and super-tough  
torch which will withstand crushing, impacts (tested with a 3m drop onto  
concrete), water (waterproof to 3m), heat, and dust. Lifetime warranty.

5776 Coast PS200 Waterproof Torch. Uses 3xAAA batteries. 13cm
5777 Coast PS400 Waterproof Torch. Uses 4xAAA batteries. 15cm.
5778 Coast PS600 Waterproof Torch. Uses 4xAA batteries. 20cm
5795 Coast PS1000 Waterproof Torch. Uses 9xAA batteries. 26cm

Coast PS600R Rechargeable Waterproof Torch 
The ‘R’ stands for rechargeable - the integral Li-ion battery pack can be 
charged by mains or USB (everything you need is in the box) or, if you 
get stuck, the torch can also use 4xAA batteries (included). 20cm long. 

5796 Coast Polysteel PS600R Rechargeable Torch

5797 Coast Polysteel Promo Pack
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54
2h 30mins

20

19
0h 45mins

24

FREE

Customer gets this free

Customer gets this free

OR

Buy this

5782 Coast FL14 
Head Torch

5740 Coast 
G19 Torch

5777 Coast 
PS400 LED 
Torch

FREE

* Offer available only whilst stocks last *

5% Discount 

5% Discount 

G19 Torch in Discounted Display Pack  
With 5% Discount

G4 Keyring Torch in Discounted Display Pack  
With 5% Discount
A ready-to-go display pack containing 24 of Coast’s G4 
Keyring LED torch in a counter-top merchandiser at 5% below 
the regular trade price.

5774 24x Coast G4  
Keyring Torch in  
Display Pack

A ready-to-go display pack 
containing 6 of Coast’s 
G19 LED torches in a 
counter-top merchandiser 
at 5% below the regular 
trade price.

5785 Display Pack  
for 6xG19

Coast G19 Torch 
The G19 torch is only 10cm long, but produces 
a powerful tightly-focused ‘inspection’ beam 
from its super-tough water-resistant aluminium 
housing. Uses 1xAAA battery (supplied) 
which lasts up to 2:30hrs.

5740 Coast G19 Torch

Coast G4 Keyring Torch
Despite being only 6cm in length, the G4 
punches above its weight with an 19 lumen 
pure white beam, aircraft-grade aluminium 
barrel, and build quality that is just as 
robust as its larger brothers. Uses 4xAG5 
batteries (included). 

5764 Coast G4 Keyring  
Torch

Coast PolySteel PS400 Limited  
Edition Special Offer Pack
The combination of super tough construction, 
powerful bright white beam, and waterproof casing, 
make a compelling reason to purchase Coast’s 
PS400 torch at any time. But now, for a very limited 
time, your customers also get a G19 torch or an 
FL14 headtorch thrown in for FREE! Supplied as a 
special offer pack of 10 bundles (5 with G19 and 5 
with FL14) including a counter-top display unit.
5859 Coast PS400 Special Offer Pack
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Rechargeable Also operates with standard 
alkaline battery pack

121
2h

146

355
2h 30mins

168

Li-ION CartridgeAlkaline batteries

300
7h 00mins

352265
1h 45mins

326

80
9h 45mins

33

Coast G30 Torch 
The G30 torch is only 16cm long, but produces a powerful 146m beam 
which can be focused from flood to spotlight with a simple twist. 
Like our other Coast torches, it is made from super-tough anodised 
aluminium and is weatherproof and almost unbreakable. Uses 2xAA 
batteries (supplied) which last around 2 hours. 
5741 Coast G30 Torch

Coast G50 Torch 
The G50 was designed to pack a lot of power into a very small case 
– it’s only 12cm long, so easily fits into a pocket, but projects a bright 
355 lumen beam over 168m. A simple twist focus switches from flood 
to spot light, and the 4xAAA batteries (included) will power it for 
around 7 hours on low power.
5743 Coast G50 Torch

Coast HP7R Rechargeable Torch
Coast’s rechargeable HP7R torch offers high, low, and strobe modes, 
and fingertip flood-to-spot focusing, which can be locked, and it can 
be recharged by numerous different means to suit your circumstances. 
The incredibly well thought-out (and beautifully-boxed) pack contains: 
Torch (featuring ‘Pure Beam’ LEDs and ‘bomb-proof’ aluminium 
construction, naturally), two lithium-ion power cells that can be 
recharged either within the torch, or independently so that you can have 
one on charge whilst using the other. A 4xAAA battery cartridge to 
provide a backup if you just can’t charge, or wait to charge. Leads and 
adaptors for mains, 12V, and USB charging. Wall-mounting bracket. 
Heavy duty black nylon sheath. On a full charge, the 300 lumen beam 
will shine more than 352m for around 7hrs, or around 1:45hrs if the  
4xAAA battery cartridge is used. Length 14cm. Weight 204g. 
5763 Coast HP7R ‘Flexcharge’ Torch

Coast TX10 4-colour Torch 
From its pocket-sized anodised-aluminium case, the TX10 produces a 
bright white flood light, red light (to preserve your night vision), and 
green and blue lights. Uses 3xAA batteries (supplied). Measures 10cm.
5746 Coast TX10 Torch
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1060
2h 45mins

693

580
1h 45mins

233

Includes custom-
designed EVA 
carrying case

Coast HP14 Plus Torch 
Maximum lighting power of 580 lumen, pure white beam that 
reaches out to an incredible 233m and can be focussed from flood to 
spot with fingertip control. The existing low power setting has been 
complemented by a new medium power option for greater flexibility. 
Includes 4xAA batteries and heavy-duty sheath. Length 21cm.

5768 Coast HP14 Plus Torch

Coast HP314 Ultra-distance Torch
The most powerful torch in our Coast range with optics 
specially optimised for distance use – at full power (1060 
lumens) it will throw a pure white beam with no blemishes, 
rings, or dark spots almost half a mile, which you can 
focus from flood to spot light with a fingertip. Even its 
more economical setting (150 lumens) will reach 261m, 
and do so for up to 92hrs, and it features a strobe mode for 
emergencies. Packed in a rugged case, with a shoulder strap 
and 5 year warranty. If you need an incredibly bright light 
and ultimate reliability, try this – you will be amazed! Uses 
4xD batteries (included). Length 43cm, head diameter 8cm.
5761 Coast Ultra-distance HP314 Torch

Coast EAL17 LED Lantern
On its low-intensity setting (which 
we’ve found to be perfectly bright 
enough for most uses), Coast’s 
EAL17 lanern provides up to 6 
nights (50hrs) use on one set of 
4xD batteries. When you need more 
power, the high-intensity setting 
offers 460 lumens, and there are 
options for static red and flashing 
red light too. Measures 26cm tall.

5771 Coast EAL17 LED Lantern

Coast EAL12 LED 
Lantern
This feature-packed little 
lantern is a handy 15cm tall 
and offers up to 4 nights 
(38hrs) illumination on 
one set of 4xAA batteries. 
You also get a higher 
level of illumination (168 
lumens), a static red light to 
preserve your night vision, 
and a flashing red light for 
emergencies. At only 312g 
including batteries, it’s ideal 
for camping, or as a back up 
or emergency lantern.

5770 Coast EAL12  
LED Lantern
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405
2h 00mins

140

145
4h 00mins

50

5786

5794

37
9h 30mins

22

Retailer Display Stand
FREE when you stock in full,  
and we will list your store on  
the Coast website.  
5760 Coast Retailer  
Display, FREE

5% Discount 

Coast FL14 Discounted Display Pack of 10 
With 5% Discount

5782

5788

5789

5790

Coast FL75 Focusing Head Torch
The FL75 headtorch packs a lot of features into its tough, weather-
resistant case - high/medium/low modes adjust the bright white beam 
from 53 to 405 lumens, fingertip focusing tightens the beam from flood 
to spot light, and switching to the red LED preserves your night vision. 
For safety, reflective fibres are woven into the strap, ensuring you can 
see and be seen at night. Uses 3xAAA batteries, offering up to 21 hours 
of run time on low setting.

5783 Coast FL75 Focusing Headtorch

High-intensity Head Torch
When you need to work hands-free, this head torch offers a 
powerful 145 lumen white floodlight, and a red LED spotlight  
to preserve your night vision. Uses 3xAAA batteries (supplied)  
which last up to 4hrs. 

5749 Coast HL4 Headtorch

FL14 Head Torches in Four Colours 
So light you’ll forget you’re wearing it, this great-value head torch 
from Coast offers two white LEDs with a maximum output of 37 
lumens, as well as a red LED which offers constant on and flashing 
modes. The 2xAAA batteries (included) provide up to 20 hours run 
time on low setting, and it’s all packed into a compact, adjustable, 
weatherproof casing. 

5782 Coast FL14 Head Torch (Black)
5788 Coast FL14 Head Torch (Blue)
5789 Coast FL14 Head Torch (Orange)
5790 Coast FL14 Head Torch (Green)

A ready-to-go display pack containing 10 of Coast’s FL14 head  
torches in a counter-top merchandiser at 5% below the regular trade 
price. Available in black or multi-colour options.

5794 Coast FL14 Display Pack of 10 Black 
5786 Coast FL14 Display Pk of 10 Mixed Colours
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Limit Watches
Limit were established in 1912, and now we are delighted to have been appointed distributors for their range of superb 
value watches. Offering a variety of styles, the collection features analogue and digital movements, with classic, modern, 
and sports designs. Nicely packaged, with keen price-points, we have found them to be great impulse purchases and gift 
ideas that sell particularly well when placed near the till point.

98126 98127 98128

98312

98314

98313

98315

Countdown 
Watch 
Starter 
Pack
See more on 
page 14.

Limited 
Stock

Limited 
Stock

Limit Digital Countdown Watches 
Features include: day/date, AM/PM and 12/24 
hrs format, daily alarms, hourly chime, dual time, 
countdown timer and backlight. Case diameter 
44mm, with silicone strap. Gift boxed. 100m 
water resistant.

98312 Limit Countdown  
Watch, grey/orange

98313 Limit Countdown  
Watch, blue/lime

98314 Limit Countdown  
Watch, coral pink.

98315 Limit Countdown  
Watch, white/pink

Limit Digital  
Countdown Watches 
Features include: day/date, AM/PM and 12/24 hrs format, daily alarms, hourly chime, dual time, countdown 
timer and backlight. Case diameter 52mm, with silicone strap. Gift boxed. 100m water resistant.

98126 Limit Digital Countdown Watch, red
98127 Limit Digital Countdown Watch, blue
98128 Limit Digital Countdown Watch, black
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Limit ProXR Watch Display Card
This information card helps explain the 
features and benefits of the ProXR watches. 
FREE when you buy the stock.

0009 Limit ProXR watch display card

Torch Watch 
Display Card 
This information 
card helps explain the 
unique torch function 
of the 95895 torch 
watch. FREE when 
you buy the stock.

0008 Limit Torch 
watch display card

9539891343

96795 96796

Limit ProXR Countdown Watch
Limit’s philosophy of producing superb designs, packed with features and available 
at great value prices is apparent in their ProXR model – behind the rugged marine 
styling lies a watch with stopwatch, countdown timer, pacer, day/date, five alarms, and 
night time illumination. It’s waterproof to 100m and comes gift-boxed, with a two year 
guarantee. Case diameter 50mm.

91343 Limit ProXR Countdown Watch, black/orange
95398 Limit ProXR Countdown Watch, navy/blue

Limit Torch Sports Watch
This diving-style watch is easy to read thanks to the crisp white face, luminous hands, and backlight function. But what really sets 
this watch apart is the built-in LED torch that illuminates at the press of a button. Case diameter 46mm, with black silicone strap. 
Gift boxed. 100m water resistant.
95895 Limit Torch Sports Watch, black/white

Limit Wire Guard Digital Watch 
To ‘Adventure-proof’ this watch, the 
chunky ABS plastic case is protected 
with stainless steel bars and bolted to 
a rugged silicone strap. Its long list of 
features includes: day/date, stopwatch 
with lap memory and split time, alarm, 
and backlight. Water resistant to 100m 
and offered with a 2-year guarantee. Case 
diameter 50mm. Gift boxed.

96795 Limit Wire Guard Digital Watch, 
black/orange

96796 Limit Wire Guard Digital Watch, 
navy/green
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95896

96793

96798

95897

96863

96799

Sold 
Out

Limit Super-lightweight  
Sports Watch
This super-lightweight (only 22g!) sports 
watch has a case diameter of 33mm, so is 
ideal for ladies or those who don’t like their 
watches too chunky. Black hands on a white 
face offer good clarity, and can be read at 
night thanks to the backlight function. A 
sporty grey PU case/strap completes the 
sporty look, and is water resistant to 100m. 
Gift boxed.

95896 Limit Sports Watch, grey/orange 
95897 Limit Sports Watch, grey/green

Limit Sports Watch
The bright, oversized numerals, luminous 
hands, and backlight function ensure this 
sports watch can be read easily at a glance. 
At 48mm diameter the case is large, but the 
watch remains incredibly lightweight at just 
55g. 100m water resistant. Gift boxed.

96798 Limit Sports Watch, navy/lime 
96799 Limit Sports Watch, grey/red

Limit Digital Watch
This feature-packed sports watch boasts 
huge numerals - easy to read at a glance 
- and a lightweight 47mm case with 
matching silicone strap. The specification 
includes stopwatch, countdown timer, 
calendar, alarm, backlight, and dual time 
display, and is waterproof to 100m. 2 year 
guarantee. Gift boxed.

96793 Limit Digital Watch, navy/lime 
96863 Limit Digital Watch, grey/orange
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Pilot Watch 
Display Card 
FREE when you 
buy the stock.

0140 Limit Pilot 
watch display 
card

94037 95469

Limited 
Stock

Limit Pilot Watches
Inspired by the design of aircraft navigation dials, these superb value watches borrow the 
styling of the classic pilot’s watch - in which simplicity and ease of reading, day or night, was 
key. Large, luminous hands are set against a clear contrasting face, and there is also a day/date 
function. Case diameter 43mm. Gift Boxed.

94037 Limit Pilot Watch, brown/black 
95469 Limit Pilot Watch, black/blue

Limit Classic Watch 
Limit’s ‘Classic’ watch offers an elegant, 
slimline case with rose-gold coloured 
markings on a black face, with a 
matching slim black leather strap. Case 
diameter 38mm. Gift Boxed. Water 
resistant to 30m.
95464 Limit Classic Watch, black/gold 
hands

Limit Pilot Plane Watch 
Limit have taken a fresh look at the traditional 
pilot’s watch. Whilst acknowledging the 
clear and simple style of early aeronautical 
instruments, this watch has been brought up 
to date with a crisp white face with black 
numerals and set in a polished metal case 
with black leather-effect strap. Case diameter 
44mm. Gift boxed.
94457 Limit Pilot Plane Watch, black/
white

Limit Glow Dial Watch 
If you need a watch that’s easy to read, day 
or night, then this is the one for you. The 
entire face is coated in a luminous material, 
so the black hands and numerals stand out 
even in the dark - with no buttons to press. 
It’s comfortable too - lightweight with a soft 
black silicone strap. Case diameter 40mm. 
Gift boxed.
95463 Limit Glow Dial Watch, black



Telephone: +44 (0)1932 24439614

Sell More Watches
Limit watches are supplied at very attractive, almost ‘impulse-buy’, price points. To make them even easier to  
sell, we have display stands and information cards available free of charge when you buy the stock – please call us on  
+44 (0)1932 244396 for details. Alternatively, just choose one of the starter packs below which include two of each watch 
and relevant merchandising accessories, grouped by style.

New!

New! New!

Sports Starter Pack
The easy way to start selling Limit’s superb  
value range of sports-inspired watches.  
This starter pack contains:
2x 95895 Torch Watch
2x 95896 Sports watch (grey/orange)
2x 95897 Sports watch (grey/green)
2x 96793 Digital watch (navy/lime)
2x 98126 Digital Countdown watch (red)
2x 96795 Wire Guard watch (black/orange)
2x 96796 Wire Guard watch (navy/green)
2x 96798 Sports watch (navy/lime)
2x 96799 Sports watch (grey/red)
2x 97881 Active Watch (yellow)
(1x 0175 Watch Display POS Stand)
(1x 0008 Torch Watch POS card)
Along with display stand and information cards.

4127 Limit Sports Designs  
Starter Pack

Countdown Watch Starter Pack
The easy way to start selling Limit’s superb range 
of Countdown watches. This starter pack contains:
2x 98126 Digital countdown watch, red
2x 98127 Digital countdown watch, blue
2x 98128 Digital countdown watch, black
2x 98313 Countdown watch, blue/lime
2x 98315 Countdown watch, white/pink
2x 91343 PRO XR countdown watch, black/orange
2x 95398 PRO XR countdown watch, navy/blue
(1x 0137 Limit Classic watch stand)
(1x 0009 PRO XR POS card)
Along with display stand.
4159 Limit Countdown Watch  
Starter Pack

Classic Starter Pack
The easy way to start selling Limit’s superb 
value range of traditional style watches.  
This starter pack contains:
2x 94037 Pilot watch (brown/black)
2x 94036 Pilot watch (black)
2x 94457 Pilot Plane Watch (black)
2x 95463 Glow Dial watch
2x 95464 Classic watch (black)
2x 97657 Pilot watch (silver/brown)
2x 97656 Aviator-style watch (black)
(1x 0140 pilot watch POS card)
(1x 0150 Limit Spitfire display stand)
Along with display stand.

4134 Limit Classic Designs  
Starter Pack
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ueCasio Entry Level Watch
• Microlight / Stopwatch
• Daily Alarm / Hourly Time 

Signal
• Up to 7 years battery life
• Full Auto Calendar
• 12/24-Hour time keeping 
• 50 Metres water-resistant
3462 Casio Alarm chrono 
watch, classic

Casio Tide Watch
• Tide Graph Display
• Moon Age Display
• Dual-time Zone Display
• World Time
• Stopwatch / Countdown Timer
• 5 Daily Alarms
• 200 Metres water-resistant 
95106 Casio Tide Digital 
Watch

Casio G-Shock  
Tide Watch
• Multi Band 6 Radio Controlled
• Solar Power
• Auto Illuminator
• Tide Graph Display
• Moon Age Display
• World Time
• Stopwatch / Countdown Timer
• 5 Daily Alarms
• 200 Metres water-resistant 
3476 Casio G-shock - tide,  
moon, world time watch

Casio Tough Solar Watch
• Solar charging (internal battery 

can operate for around 10 
months between charges), 
including battery level indicator 
and power saving mode.

• Countdown timer
• World time indicator with 31 

time zones (48 cities)
• Dual time (analogue and digital)
• Stopwatch
• LED backlight
• 4 Alarms
• 100 Metres water-resistant
3475 Casio Solar-powered Watch

Casio World Time  
Digital Watch
• World time indicator with 31 

time zones (48 cities)
•  Fully automatic calendar
• Countdown timer
• Stopwatch
• LED backlight
• 5 Alarms
• 100 Metres water-resistant
3477 Casio World Time Digital 
Watch

Casio Digital  
Compass Watch
• Digital Compass
• Thermometer
• 5 Alarms
• Automatic Calendar
• Countdown Timer
• Stopwatch
• World Time
• LED backlight
• 100 Metres water-resistant
3478 Casio Digital Compass 
Watch

Casio Analogue Watch
• Neobrite Luminous 

Display
• Day and Date Display
• 100 Metres water-resistant 
3469 Casio Watch
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5023 5016

5020 5021

5017

5030

About the “Ships’ Bells” Watchkeeping System
Timekeeping has always been essential on board ships, both for 
navigation and to ensure that the crew are adequately rested. 
Before the invention of reliable clocks, it was kept by striking a 
bell in conjunction with the cycles of a half-hour sand glass. The 
day was divided into four hour watches, each further subdivided 
into eight half hour periods. At the passing of each half hour the 
bell was struck the corresponding number of times: once after the 
first, twice after the second, and so on. At the sounding of “eight 
bells” the watch was completed, the crew changed over and the 
process would start again. The Schatz Mariner and Ocean ranges 
have movements that can chime this pattern.

5031

5033

Schatz Royal Range Marine Instruments
Schatz, founded in 1881, are the world’s leading manufacturer of classic ships’ clocks, barometers 
and associated instruments. They are particularly renowned for their eight-day mechanical chiming 
movements, and have supplied both commercial and naval fleets for many years. Cases are a combination of machined 
solid brass castings, pressings and spinnings, heavily stove-lacquered for a lasting finish. The white faces, with black 
hands and Roman numerals, are viewed through a substantial glass opening port with a brass cleat fixing. This allows 
access to the movements for winding, battery changeover or adjustment without removal from the bulkhead.

Schatz Royal Range
Top of the range instruments, at home in the 
saloons and staterooms of the world’s super-yachts. 
Dial 13cm, case diameter 18cm, depth 9cm. 

5020 Schatz Royal Mariner Mechanical Clock. 
Two eight-day mechanical movements: one for the 
clock; and one for the chimes to mark the time-
honoured “Ship’s Bells” naval watch system - four 
hours on, four hours off. Supplied with a steel key 
for winding. 

5021 Schatz Royal Ocean Clock. An electronic 
version of the Royal Mariner, powered by one  
AA battery that keeps the quartz clock and Ships’ 
Bells striking movements running for a year. 

5023 Schatz Royal Ocean Barometer/
Thermometer. Calibrated in millibars and 
millimetres. The lower half of the dial has a 
thermometer that measures in Celsius and 
Fahrenheit. 

5016 Schatz Royal Ocean Tide Clock 

Schatz Midi Range 
Specifically aimed at smaller vessels, where the Royal range 
would look oversized in relation to other cabin furnishings, but 
where top quality is still required. Case diameter 16cm, clock 
face diameter 10cm, depth 7cm. 

5030 Midi Mariner clock, brass, mechanical. A smaller version 
of Royal Mariner (5020, above) - Ship’s Bell chiming clock with 
mechanical movement.

5031 Midi Ocean clock, brass, quartz. Smaller version  
of Royal Ocean (5021, above). Uses one AA battery. 

5033 Midi barometer, brass. Calibrated in millibars and 
millimetres. 

5017 Midi tide clock, brass, quartz. Quartz movement using 
one AA battery.

Schatz Range
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71017100

7103 7104

71207107

7102

4841

4842

4843

4844

4845

4846

The Brass Instruments for which Nauticalia is Renowned
Our porthole instruments have hefty solid cast brass casings, hinged scuttle clamps, bevelled glass fronts and our 
trademark brass hands and black subsidiary indicators on light cream faces. The movements are good quality – battery-
operated quartz for the clocks and silvered aneroid for the barometers. They are polished to the highest standards, then to 
protect this high lustre finish, they are ultrasonically cleaned to remove any impurities, spray lacquered then stove baked 
to harden the lacquer and give maximum protection. They offer excellent quality at medium-range prices. Clocks (except 
Tide clock) have bold Roman numerals. Barometers show millibars and inches of mercury. Clocks use one AA battery.

Saloon Range Instruments - 23cm Diameter
Intended for the main bulkhead of larger yachts, making an eye-catching 
feature. Flange diameter 23cm, dial 14cm, depth 6cm.

7100 Brass Saloon Barometer
7101 Saloon Clock
7107 Fleet Commander Clock. Clock, barometer, thermometer and 
hygrometer in a smart, space-saving unit for the saloon or study.
7120 Saloon Tide Clock

Cabin Range Instruments - 14cm Diameter
Intended for smaller vessels, or a large yacht’s cabin, these solid brass 
instruments measure 14cm across, with a depth (excluding scuttle 
clamps) of 5cm. Dial diameter 8cm.

7102 Cabin Clock
7103 Cabin Barometer
7104 Cabin Tide Clock

Bridge Range Instruments - 18cm Diameter
The heavy cast brass cases of our ‘Bridge’ instruments 
measure 18cm across (dial diameter 11cm), with a depth of 
6cm, making them particularly suited to a large yacht’s bridge 
or the saloon of a mid-range vessel, and are also available 
chrome plated for those seeking a more contemporary look.

4841 Brass Bridge Clock, 18cm  
4842 Brass Bridge Barometer, 18cm  
4843 Brass Bridge Tide Clock, 18cm  
4844 Chrome Bridge Clock, 18cm  
4845 Chrome Bridge Barometer, 18cm  
4846 Chrome Bridge Tide Clock, 18cm  

Classic Brass Clocks & Barometers
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Tarnish-free Marine Instruments in Brass or Chrome
Our ranges of super durable, tarnish-free instruments have been finished with a protective coating using advanced 
surface treatment technology. This coating, far superior to lacquers and varnishes, can withstand more than 720 hours 
(the longest test period for this process) under NSS (Neutral Sea Salt) laboratory testing. NSS testing is a certificated 
and standardised test method used to check corrosion resistance of coatings on metals such as brass, zinc and steel. It is 
an accelerated corrosion test that produces a corrosive attack on the product coating from which the results can predict 
its suitability for use as a protective finish. These instruments will resist tarnishing even when exposed to the harsh 
marine environment for extended periods. 

6770 6771 6751

6754 67536752

Clipper Tarnish-free Range – with QuickFix
Brass or chrome-plated brass cases with super-durable tarnish-free coating and QuickFix 
mounting system. Case diameter 12cm, depth 4cm. Quartz clock movements use one AA battery.

6770 Clipper Clock, Brass
6771 Clipper Barometer, Brass
6751 Clipper Code Flag Clock, Brass
6752 Clipper Clock, Chrome
6754 Clipper Barometer, Chrome
6753 Clipper Code Flag Clock, Chrome
6773 Replacement Base plate for Clipper Quick Fix Instruments

Tarnish-free Marine Instruments
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QuickFix System
This unique QuickFix system allows the instrument to be locked hard to a bulkhead 
or wall but removed, in seconds, by hand. The instrument is supplied with a base plate 
which is screwed to the wall or bulkhead (instructions and drill hole template included). 
The instrument then simply slots over the base plate and with a gentle twist, is locked 
on. A reverse twist removes it again. This makes changing batteries easy, removal for 

storage easy, and avoids the tricky job of not scratching 
your polished case when screwing the instrument to 
the wall! QuickFix can also act to seal the instrument 
mechanism making it waterproof. In underwater tests, 
clocks fitted with the QuickFix waterproof system 
worked continuously at a depth of 300mm for more than 
3 months. Note: barometers with the QuickFix system do 
not have the full waterproof system as these instruments 
need exposure to air pressure in order to operate. 

6766 6767 

67696768 

NOTE: 24 hour movement as commonly used 
on submarines where there is not access to 
“daylight” much of the time. Rotates at half 
the speed of a 12 hour clock.

Chatham Tarnish-free Range – with QuickFix
Brass cases with super-durable tarnish-free coating and QuickFix mounting system.  
Case diameter 18cm, depth 4cm. Quartz clock movements use one AA battery.

6766 Chatham Clock
6767 Chatham Barometer
6768 Chatham Code Flag Clock
6769 24 Hour Clock
6772 Replacement Base plate for Chatham/Fitzroy Quick Fix Instruments

Tarnish-free Marine Instruments
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6778

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

QuickFix System
This unique QuickFix system allows the instrument to be locked hard to a bulkhead 
or wall but removed, in seconds, by hand. The instrument is supplied with a base plate 
which is screwed to the wall or bulkhead (instructions and drill hole template included). 
The instrument then simply slots over the base plate and with a gentle twist, is locked 
on. A reverse twist removes it again. This makes changing batteries easy, removal for 

storage easy, and avoids the tricky job of not scratching 
your polished case when screwing the instrument to 
the wall! QuickFix can also act to seal the instrument 
mechanism making it waterproof. In underwater tests, 
clocks fitted with the QuickFix waterproof system 
worked continuously at a depth of 300mm for more than 
3 months. Note: barometers with the QuickFix system do 
not have the full waterproof system as these instruments 
need exposure to air pressure in order to operate. 

677767766775

6779 6756 6757 6749

Fitzroy Tarnish-free Range – with QuickFix
Brass or chrome-plated brass cases with super-durable tarnish-free coating and QuickFix mounting system. 
Case diameter 15cm, depth 4cm. Quartz clock movements use one AA battery.

6775 Fitzroy Clock, Brass
6776 Fitzroy Tide Clock, Brass 
6777 Fitzroy Barometer, Brass
6778 Fitzroy Thermometer/Hygrometer, Brass
6779 Fitzroy Clock, Chrome
6756 Fitzroy Tide Clock, Chrome
6757 Fitzroy Barometer, Chrome
6749 Fitzroy Thermometer/Hygrometer, Chrome
6772 Replacement Base plate for Chatham/Fitzroy Quick Fix Instruments

Tarnish-free Marine Instruments
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6774 6755

6760

6761

6762

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

6774 6755

6760

6761

6762

Radio Silence Zones
Tragically, the radio-signalling equipment carried by RMS Titanic was of 
little use, since the distress signals sent after hitting an iceberg in 1912 
went unheard for several hours. The disaster spurred an international 
review of maritime safety which made several recommendations, one 
of which led to the introduction of radio silence periods. These are 
three-minute periods immediately following each quarter hour reserved 
exclusively for making, and listening for, distress calls. The green 
sectors represent silence periods on the SSB (Single Side Band) distress 
frequency of 2182kHz, as carried by commercial and some pleasure 
craft. The red sectors are for Morse code distress signals on the 500kHz 
band, as used in radio telegraphy. Radio room clocks have traditionally 
been marked with the sectors as guidance for the operators.

Fitzroy Tarnish-free Radio Silence Clocks – with QuickFix 
Brass or chrome-plated brass cases with super-durable tarnish-free coating and 
QuickFix mounting system. Case diameter 15cm, depth 4cm. Quartz clock 
movements use one AA battery. 

6774 Fitzroy Radio Silence Clock, Brass 
6755 Fitzroy Radio Silence Clock, Chrome

London Tarnish-free Range
Brass cases with super durable, tarnish-free 
coating. Single scuttle clamp closing. Case 
diameter 18cm, depth 4cm. Quartz clock 
movements use one AA battery. Traditional 
screw, rather than QuickFix mounting.

6760 London Clock, Brass 
6761 London Tide Clock, Brass 
6762 London Barometer, Brass

Tarnish-free Marine Instruments
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6780 6781

6790 6791

6782

5332 5333

Riviera Instruments
The Riviera instruments have heavy 
solid brass cast casings, opening 
portholes with bevelled glass fronts 
and a single scuttle clamp closure. 
Holes for fixing to a bulkhead or 
wall are hidden inside the case 
making fitting easier and keeping 
the outer case neat. Good quality 
movements – battery operated (one 
x AA) quartz clocks and silvered 
aneroid barometers. The chrome-
plated versions are the same brass 
castings with heavy chrome plating. 
Both brass and chrome options are 
polished to a high finish and stove 
lacquered. 

Portsmouth Instruments
Robust, reliable instruments named  
after the home of Britain’s naval  
heritage. Diameter 13cm.

5332 Brass Portsmouth Clock 
5333 Brass Portsmouth Barometer

Riviera Brass Range
Flange diameter 12cm, dial 8cm, depth 4cm

6780 Riviera Clock 
6781 Riviera Barometer

Riviera Chrome Range
Flange diameter 12cm, dial 8cm, depth 4cm

6790 Chrome Riviera Clock 
6791 Chrome Riviera Barometer

Riviera Brass Clock  
& Barometer Set
Mounted on a varnished hardwood 
presentation board. Measures 32x16cm

6782 Mounted Riviera Clock and 
Barometer Set

Brass Clocks & Barometers
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7111 7112 7113

5173
5174

Thames Instruments
Budget-priced range in traditional styles but 
with significant cost-savings made by the use of 
lightweight spun (rather than cast) – but still solid 
– brass casings. The cases are lacquered and (like 
all lacquers) the finish will eventually deteriorate, 
especially in a damp salty environment (but can then 
be hand-polished). Overall diameter 11cm, visible 
face 9cm, depth 4cm. They have cream faces with 
Roman numerals. Clock takes one AA battery.

7111 Thames Clock
7112 Thames Barometer/Thermomete
7113 Thames Hygrometer

7117 Thames Clock/Baro/Hygro. All three instruments mounted on  
board measuring 38x15cm. 

7116 Thames Clock & Barometer Set. 7111 & 7112 on board 
measuring 32x16cm.

Rivet-style Instruments
These bulkhead instruments offer traditional style mounted 
in economical lightweight spun (rather than cast) brass cases 
featuring decorative ‘rivets’. The cases are lacquered to 
maintain shine. Clock takes 1x AA battery, case diameter 10cm.

5173 Brass Rivet-style Barometer, 10cm 
5174 Brass Rivet-style Clock, 10cm

Mounted Instrument Set for the Captain’s Cabin
Our Captain clock and barometer are traditionally-styled instruments 
with cream faces and contrasting black numerals. They are set in 
lightweight spun (rather than cast) solid brass 14cm diameter cases, 
lacquered to maintain shine, and mounted on a board measuring 
37x19cm. Clock uses 1xAA battery. 

2912 Captain Clock and Barometer Set

Flagship Weather Station 
Set into an elegant brass porthole are four instruments to give you 
an at-a-glance guide to the prevailing conditions - a barometer, with 
aneroid movement and scale in inches and millibars, a thermometer 
in C and F, a hygrometer, and a clock. Measures 31cm across. Clock 
requires 1xAA battery.

5178 Flagship Weather Station

Brass Clocks & Barometers
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4431 

4432

4433 

45024501

4504

4503

4507

4508

4287
4430

4286

4285

4283

4288

Swivelling Coat Hooks
Hooks that fold away are invaluable where space is precious.  
These all-brass hooks are sturdy with independently swivelling arms. 

4287 Brass Swivelling Hook (3). Height 8cm, projection 10cm. 
4430 4-way Folding Hook. Height and projection 14cm.

Fold Away Hooks
Our hardwood and brass hooks have the safety feature 
that, in the folded position, they are recessed within 
their frame, posing no risk of injury to persons falling 
against them. Smart, but strong enough to support hefty 
wet oilskins.

4432 2-way Folding Hook. Length 16cm, height 11cm. 
4433 4-way Folding Hook. Length 28cm, height 11cm. 
4431 6-way Folding Hook. Length 40cm, height 11cm.

Rope Fittings
Smart polished-brass or chrome-plated fittings suitable 
for attaching companionway, staircase, or barrier ropes 
of up to 25mm diameter.

4501 Brass Supporting End Eye Plate
4502 Chrome Supporting End Eye Plate.
4503 Brass End Hook
4504 Chrome End Hook
4507 Brass Centre bracket. (with retaining screw)
4508 Chrome Centre bracket. (with retaining screw)

Brass Hooks 
4283 Brass Ship’s Wheel 
Keyrack (6). Diameter 
22.5cm. 

4286 Brass Anchor-style 
Hook (3). 22x12cm.  
Weight 234g. 

4285 Brass Anchor-style Hook (1). 
Fouled anchor in polished, lacquered 
solid brass with a single strong coat 
hook. 10x6cm. Weight 42g. 

4288 Brass Anchor-style  
Hook with Rope, 12cm.  
Height 12cm.   

Brass Hooks & Rope Fittings
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7286

5232

5233

5234 5235

7287 7288

Can be engraved with a name or logo

Can be 
engraved 
with a 
name or 
logo

5293

5290

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

2938

2937
2939

Ornamental Yacht Sculptures
Boldly sculpted in solid brass or aluminium, these yachts make stunning ornaments. The subtle curves of the sails 
pick up light and reflections from surrounding objects to make constantly changing patterns. Our engravers are able to 
personalise with a name or logo – maybe for an anniversary or leaving present, or trophy, for example.

Brass Yacht Sculptures
7286 Brass Yacht, 9½x15cm 
7287 Brass Yacht, 14x23cm 
7288 Brass Yacht, 20x32cm

Brass Dinghy Sculptures
5232 Brass Sailing Boat, 18x12cm 
5233 Brass Sailing Boat, 15x10cm

Aluminium Dinghy Sculptures
5234 Aluminium Sailing Boat, 24x17cm  
5235 Aluminium Sailing Boat, 15x10cm

Aluminium Yacht Sculptures
5290 Aluminium Yacht, L20cm x H25cm 
5293 Aluminium Yacht, L32cm x H37cm

Miniature Navigation Lamps
At just 13cm tall, these replica port, starboard, and 
masthead lamps are made from solid polished brass so 
are quite weighty, making them ideal as paperweights. 

2937 Port Navigation Lamp Paperweight, 13cm
2938 Starboard Navigation Lamp Paperweight, 13cm
2939 Masthead Lamp Paperweight, 13cm

Nautical Décor
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Neptune Instruments 
Our Neptune range instruments have chunky cast brass casings, 
12cm in diameter and either lacquered or chrome plated, with 
bevelled glass fronts. They can either be screwed to a wall or 
bulkhead or mounted on a choice of mahogany or black-stained 
hardwood plinths for desktop use. Clocks are quartz movement, 
requiring 1xAA battery. Barometers have aneroid movements and 
show pressure in inches and millibars.

Mahogany
stain

Black

5182 Brass Neptune Barometer

5183 Brass Neptune  
Barometer/Plinth

5185 Chrome Neptune 
Barometer/Plinth

5225 Brass Neptune  
Clock/Plinth

5227 Chrome Neptune 
Clock on Plinth

5193 Brass Neptune  
Set, mahogany

5194 Chrome Neptune Set, black

5224 Brass Neptune Clock

5184 Chrome Neptune 
Barometer

5226 Chrome 
Neptune Clock

Display Plinths
5281 Double Instrument  
Display Plinth, black

5291 Single Instrument  
Display Plinth, black

5282 Double Instrument  
Display Plinth, mahogany 

5292 Single Instrument  
Display Plinth, mahogany

Neptune Instruments
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Wheel 
rotates when 

spun by 
hand

Free standing or wall 
mounted

6763 6764

Ship’s Wheel Clock
The hub of a 46cm hardwood ship’s wheel is replaced with a precision-
machined heavy cast clock. The front unscrews for battery replacement 
and adjustment. Clock face diameter 13cm. Uses one AA battery.

Limited 
Stock

Ship’s Wheel Clock & Barometer
Matching brass clock and barometer, each mounted in a hardwood and brass ship’s wheel. 
Desk stands are supplied, but these instruments can also be wall mounted. Diameter/height 
25cm. Clock uses 1xLR1 battery.

6763 Ship’s Wheel Clock
6764 Ship’s Wheel Barometer

Helmsman Clock
The Helmsman’s clock is mounted on 
a pedestal which cleverly allows the 
wheel to rotate (when spun by hand) 
on a remarkably smooth and silent 
bearing. Wheel diameter 25cm. Height 
30cm. Quartz movement uses 1xLR1 
battery.

6765 Helmsman Rotating  
Ship’s Wheel Clock, 25cm

Ship’s Time Clock
At the centre of this hardwood ship’s wheel, a solid brass porthole 
houses a ship’s clock with a large clear cream face and black Arabic 
numerals. It measures 62cm across – tip to tip – so it is quite a 
substantial piece that will look stunning in the right setting. Porthole 
diameter 28cm. Quartz movement uses 1xAA battery.

7115 Ship’s Time Clock

7105 Ship’s Wheel 
Clock, 45cm

Ship's Wheel Instruments
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Bosun’s Calls - as supplied  
to the World’s Navies
In the days of sail, orders aboard ship were given on the 
Call, whose high-pitched whistle could be heard above 
the strongest wind. It is seldom used to transmit orders 
today, but tradition is kept alive by many of the world’s 
navies, who use Calls on ceremonial occasions.

2101

2101

2111

Engraving Service
We engrave Calls using a classic script on the 
keel. Popular messages include the owner’s 
name, boat name, service number or a short 
message. Maximum two lines on each side, each 
up to 18 letters and spaces per line (capitals 
count as two letters).

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Actual size

The Whistle that Helped Titanic’s  
First Mate Save 700 Lives!
Authentic replica of the whistle used by Titanic’s First 
Mate, as used so dramatically in the film by Kate Winslet 
to call her rescuers. British-made by Acme, who supplied 
the White Star Line in 1912, using the original tooling. 
Certificate of authenticity included.

1912 RMS 
Titanic Whistle

Henley Megaphone
Sir Francis Chichester never sailed without one, nor should any 
helmsman or sailing master! This gleaming brass loud-hailer’s resonance 
is calculated to give optimum clarity and range, and is popular with 
rowing clubs. 31cm.

2141 Henley  
Megaphone,  
brass

Boxed Sets
Our Presentation Calls are in a silky-lined,  
gold or silver coloured box with a matching  
chain. A leaflet describes the Call’s history  
and piping instructions.

2111 Brass/Copper Bosun’s Call with Chain (Boxed) 
2101 Nickel-plated Bosun’s Call with Chain (Boxed)

Nickel-plated Call
Our Regulation Call, of nickel-plated brass and 
copper, is supplied for navies and training cadets 
worldwide. The Call is 12cm long and weighs 
approximately 28g. Chain not supplied.

2102 Nickel-plated Bosun’s Call (Call Only)

31cm
 lo

ng

Sound Signals
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Anchor detail on each.
2130

2129

2128

15cm Brass or 
Aluminium

20cm Brass or 
Aluminium

30cm Brass or 
Aluminium

50cm Aluminium Only

2128 Signal horn with chain, brass, 15cm
2129 Signal horn with chain, brass, 22cm
2130 Signal horn with chain, brass, 29cm

Porthole Mirrors 
Elegant mirrors set into highly polished, cast 
brass and aluminium porthole frames. The screw 
fittings are operational enabling them to be used as 
interesting hatches for cupboards, walls or doors.

Brass Porthole Mirrors 

4935 Brass Porthole Mirror, 15cm
4936 Brass Porthole Mirror, 20cm
4937 Brass Porthole Mirror, 30cm

Aluminium Porthole Mirrors 

4938 Aluminium Porthole Mirror, 15cm
4939 Aluminium Porthole Mirror, 20cm
4940 Aluminium Porthole Mirror, 30cm
4941 Aluminium Porthole Mirror, 50cm

Sound Signals & Porthole Mirrors
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Ship’s Bell Specifications
   Dome dia.  Height  
   at mouth   inc. bracket 
 Reference in.  mm in.  mm

5081 Ship’s bell, 4" 100 6 150 
5082 Ship’s bell, 5" 125 7 180 
5083 Ship’s bell, 6" 150 9 230 
5084 Ship’s bell, 7" 176 10 250
5093 Ship’s bell, 8" 203 12 300 

5"  5082 6" 5083 7" 50844" 5081 8" 5093

Ocean Premium Quality Ship’s Bell
This premium bell, is made to match or exceed the 
specifications set by SOLAS and Lloyds Register. To 
give the required tone and volume, the grade of brass, 
proportions, thickness and weight all have to be tightly 
controlled during production, resulting in a bell of 
exceptional quality and reliability.

Ships’ Bells  
Made of high quality solid brass these heavyweight sandcast bells have a deep 
resonant tone and can be heard over long distances. Ideal for marine use, commercial 
warning bells, workplace/school bells and a wide range of domestic uses.

Ocean Bell Specifications
   Dome dia.  Height  
   at mouth  inc. bracket  Weight
 Reference in.  mm in.  mm  kg

 5106 Ocean bell, 12" 305 10 254 9.0 

4" 5321 5" 5322 6" 5323

Chrome-plated Ships’ Bells
Cast from solid brass in the same 
traditional manner as our other bells, 
they are polished to a high finish 
then plated with a heavy layer of 
chrome. Not suitable for engraving.

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

Chrome Bell Specifications
   Dome dia.  Height  
   at mouth   inc. bracket Weight
 Reference in.  mm in.  mm kg

 5321 Chrome bell,  4"  95 5½  140 0.5 
 5322 Chrome bell,  5"  120 6¾  170 0.8 
 5323 Chrome bell,  6"  145 8  200 1.4

Nauticalia Ships’ Bells
Nauticalia has been world renowned for its Ships’ Bells for over 40 years supplying a broad range of customers from 
shipping companies and world navies, sports clubs, pubs and restaurants through to pleasure boaters and homeowners. 
Many are engraved with names of ships, companies and homes.

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

5106 Ocean Ship’s Bell, 12" (not including bracket)

8149 Bracket for 12" Ocean Bell

5321 4" Chrome Ship’s Bell
5322 5" Chrome Ship’s Bell
5323 6" Chrome Ship’s Bell

5081 4" Brass Ship’s Bell 
5082 5" Brass Ship’s Bell 
5083 6" Brass Ship’s Bell 
5084 7" Brass Ship’s Bell 
5093 8" Brass Ship’s Bell

Brass & Chrome Bells
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5095

5096

5097

Bell Engraving
We specialise in deep-cut engraving on bells. It is usual to engrave 
in plain capitals with the craft’s name, port and date on the side 
opposite the bracket. We charge a standard fixed rate per letter or 
number. On 4-5" bells the lettering is approximately 9mm high 
and on 6-8" bells 2cm high, but this may vary with the length of 
words. We can quote for ornate lettering, for longer engravings 
and also for logos and motifs.

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

5090

5089

5088

4" 2946 5" 2947 6" 2948

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

5087

Quayside Bells
This range of bells provides a lighter weight, and thus 
more economical alternative to our heavyweight range. 
Still solid brass, and with a loud distinct tone, they come 
supplied with a cotton bell rope as standard.

5095 4" Cotton  
Lanyard. For 3-6"  
ells, length 11cm.

5096 7" Cotton  
Lanyard. For 5-7"  
bells, length 22cm. 

5097 11" Cotton  
Lanyard. For 7-12"  
bells, length 29cm. 

Cast Handbells
Made in the same time-honoured way as our famous ships’ bells 
(above) – sand-cast, machined smooth, polished to a bright 
shine and lacquered for protection. The turned wooden handles 
are varnished with a brass fixing nut on top. All sizes are 
engravable for presentation purposes, and officialdom (we have 
supplied Town Criers worldwide, from London to Niagara!).

5087 3" Brass Handbell. Diameter 8cm, height 14cm. 
5088 3½" Brass Handbell. Diameter 9cm, height 16cm. 
5089 4½" Brass Handbell. Diameter 12cm, height 22cm. 
5090 6" Brass Handbell. Diameter 15cm, height 28cm. 

2946 4" Bell with Lanyard.  
10cm at mouth, weighs 400g.

2947 5" Bell with Lanyard.  
13cm at mouth, weighs 540g.

2948 6" Bell with Lanyard. 
15cm at mouth, weighs 820g.

Brass Bells & Lanyards
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Anchor Lamp 
The Nauticalia anchor 
lamp - traditionally hung 
from the mast and able 
to burn all night to warn 
other vessels whilst at 
anchor - are made to the 
style still used by some 
international shipping 
as a reserve in case of 
electrical failure. They 
have dioptric lenses and 
the handles at top and 
bottom incorporate a rope 
fixing ring. Available 
in two versions - one 
with an oil burner, and 
one with an electric 
conversion (requires bulb 
with E27 fitting) supplied 
with a UK plug.

Working oil burner

Working oil 
burner

Copper badge detail 12mm single wick burner

4145 Brass/Copper Anchor Lamp, oil, 29cm 
4146 Brass/Copper Anchor Lamp, electric, 29cm

Miner’s Lamp 
The miner’s safety lamp was designed by the 
mining engineering genius Sir Humphrey 
Davy, to withstand handling in arduous 
conditions. Sailors too have found their 
virtues invaluable: they are wind resistant 
and have quarter-inch (5mm) glass. Though 
illumination is limited, it is an ideal night light 
on boats which must conserve battery power. 
Measures 24cm tall. Polished brass and copper 
construction. Burn time 8hrs. Uses 4mm round 
wick oil burner (See below).

4120 Miner’s Lamp, 24cm 
8205 4mm Round Wick for Oil Lamps, 25cm

Square Cargo Lamp 
A sturdy brass lamp that was, 
for years, the only approved 
lantern for use in cargo 
holds. It offers all-round 
illumination, with convenient 
fittings for suspending from 
ropes or wall brackets. Uses 
12mm single wick oil burner. 
Also suitable for tealights by 
removing burner unit.

4106 Brass Cargo Lamp, 
25cm

Brass ‘Chief’ Cargo Lamp
A sturdy brass lamp that was, for years, the only approved 
lantern for use in cargo holds. It offers all-round illumination, 
with convenient fittings for suspending from ropes or wall 
brackets. Uses 12mm single wick oil burners (See below).  
Also suitable for tealights by removing burner unit.

4059 Chief Cargo Oil Lamp, brass, 38cm

Brass ‘Nelson’  
Electric Lamp
The Nelson Lamp is made 
from brass, with a clear glass 
globe that takes its design 
from the dioptric lenses used 
on traditional oil-fuelled 
anchor lamps. Our electric 
version requires a E27 fitting 
bulb (max 25W) and is 
supplied with a UK plug.

4064 Nelson Lamp, brass, 
33cm

8204 12mm Flat Wick for Oil Lamps, 25cm

Traditional Lamps
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Hanging 
bracket

4168

4068 4069

4169

Storm Lighter
Originally made by soldiers in the 
trenches in World War I from spent 
bullet cases, seafarers adopted this 
practical brass petrol lighter. The 
sliding stormguard shields the flame, 
even in a strong wind. When lowered 
it operates a snuffer extinguishing 
the flame and protecting the wick 
from spray. With positive flint 
control. 8cm long. 

Navigation Lamps 
Although not suitable for marine use, these replica ships’ navigation 
lamps are functional. They are sturdily constructed in brass then 
anodised for an antique effect, with dioptric lenses and wall mounting 
brackets. 

4168 Port Navigation Oil Lamp, antique 
effect, 21cm. With 12mm single-wick burner, 
burn time 6hrs. 

4169 Starboard Navigation Oil Lamp, antique 
effect, 21cm. With 12mm single-wick burner, 
burn time 6hrs. 

4068 Port Navigation Electric Lamp,  
brass, 21cm. Requires bulb with E27 fitting. 

4069 Starboard Navigation Electric Lamp, 
brass, 21cm. Requires bulb with E27 fitting. 
Above with UK plugs

4600 Storm Lighter

Leatherette-bound Pocket Telescope
Tooled in spun brass and lacquered for lasting protection. The four 
drawers extend from 14cm closed to 33cm with x25 magnification 
and 30mm diameter object lens. Bound in hand-stitched leatherette. 

7160 Brass Pocket Telescope. (Supplied in a zipped carrying case). 

Bubble 
Clinometer
Brass-cased bubble 
clinometer with three 
mounting holes for 
fixing to a bulkhead. 
Diameter 11cm.

5062 Bubble 
Clinometer

Traditional Lamps
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4122

4123

Gipsy Moth  
Gimballed Lamp 
These compact oil lamps 
were designed for small 
sailing boats, where every 
inch of space is precious 
and battery power is at a 
premium. Named as a tribute 
to that pioneer of small-
boat sailing, Sir Francis 
Chichester, it is made in 
solid brass, fully gimballed 
and heavily weighted for 
maximum safety. Its 3cm 
wick hinge burner gives 
unsurpassed light for its size. 
Height (including chimney) 
26cm. Projection 16cm. 
Capacity 189ml. Weight 
empty 900g. Burning time 
eight hours.

CLEVER 
DESIGN!  
Air intake 
surrounding, 
but separate 
from, chimney 
supplies warm, 
dry air to 
burner - giving 
a hotter, steadier 
and more 
efficient flame.

4078 Hurricane Tealight Lamp, 18cm. 
Iron with rust effect-finish. 

4122 Oil Lamp - Gipsy Moth 
(gimballed), brass, 25cm

4123 Heatshield for Gipsy Moth 
lamp, brass. Diameter 11cm. Max 
projection 20cm. Adjustable. 

8103 Chimney for 4101 & 4122. 
(fits both lamps). 

Fastnet Gimballed Lamp
Our unique polished oil lamp 
has earned the respect of serious 
sailors because of its highly 
sensitive gimbal mechanism 
which ensures that it remains 
upright even in turbulent seas. A 
special safety feature is the heat-
shield, which gimbals with the 
lamp. Maximum heeling angle 
for gimbal: pitch 30 degrees, 
roll unlimited. The lamp is also 
fitted with a carrying handle so 
that it can be lifted clear of the 
frame for portable use. Fitted 
with a hinged burner and 3cm 
wick for effective light. Height 
including heat-shield 32cm. 
Capacity 300ml sufficient for  
12 hours burning. 

4101 Oil Lamp - Fastnet 
(gimballed), brass, 32cm

Brass Hurricane Lamp  
– Ideal for Marine Use
The Hurricane lamp has long 
been popular with seafarers for its 
robust construction, steady flame 
and excellent safety features. 
They make superb camping lights, 
providing welcome security and 
comfort on the darkest of nights. 
The only problem with the original 
Hurricane lamps, which were 
mainly used ashore, was that the 
tin-plate construction was prone to 
rapid corrosion in the salty marine 
environment. To counteract this 
we have produced a solid brass 
version, still made to the original 
design, which will outlast a tin-
plate version many times over. 
Measures 26x11cm, and holds 
210ml of oil – providing around  
11 hours burn time.

4119 Brass Hurricane Oil  
Lamp, 26cm

Lanterns
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Tripod legs extend

4047 4052 4055

Feature Lighting
There’s a distinctly ‘industrial’ feel to this range of lighting. Inspired by 
big ships, port warehouses, and naval dockyards, these are substantial 
pieces that will become a focal point and transform their 
settings. All are mains-powered with solid aluminium 
casings. CE compliant. Floor/desk lamps have UK plugs.

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Tripod Searchlight
Suitable for table-top or floor standing, 
this nickel-plated 1940s-style searchlight 
is mounted on top of an adjustable tripod. 
Height 65-75cm. Requires E14 bulb.

4058 Marine Tripod Spotlight, nickel

Navigation Wall Lights
Inspired by ships’ navigation lights, these are 
available with Port (red), Starboard (green), and 
Masthead (clear) lenses. Their nickel-plated cases 
measure 15x15cm. Each requires E14 bulb. Indoor 
use only – not suitable for navigation.

4047 Masthead (Clear) Wall Light, nickel
4052 Port (Red) Wall Light, nickel
4055 Starboard (Green) Wall Light, nickel

Dockyard Wall Spotlamp
Wall-mounted, with a polished nickel-plated 
case that can be adjusted to direct illumination 
where required. The clear lens is secured with 
a chunky porthole-style closure. Projects 
30cm from wall. Requires E14 bulb.

4056 Dockyard Wall Spotlamp, nickel

Dockyard Wall Lamp
With a polished nickel-plated case and a 
clear lens, this is the sort of style you can 
imagine illuminating harbours and quaysides 
at the turn of the (last) century. Projects 
30cm from wall. Requires E27 bulb.

4079 Dockyard Wall Lamp, nickel

Feature Lighting
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Pocket Monocular
Monoculars are a popular choice 
for those who find binoculars 
uncomfortable or difficult to use 
as, for a given magnification, 
they’re smaller and much 
lighter. This one has a tough 
rubber casing and can be 
focussed with one hand, even 
whilst wearing gloves (ideal 
if you need a free hand to hold on to the 
ship!). 10x magnification and a 30mm 
object lens offer a bright, crisp image. 
Supplied with lens cap and carry case. 
13cm long.

Handheld Windspeed Indicator
For sailors, walkers, or amateur 
meteorologists, this pocket-sized digital 
instrument offers accurate wind speed, 
temperature, and windchill information at 
a glance. It’s very quick and simple to use, 
water resistant, and 
includes a back-lit LCD 
screen for night-time 
use. Uses one CR2032 
battery (included). 
Measures 10x4cm.

Corrosion-free Stainless  
Steel Barometer
This stainless steel cased 
barometer is completely 
corrosion-resistant - suitable 
for in or outdoor use - and 
excellent value. With smaller 
dials for humidity and 
temperature. Diameter 22cm,  
depth 5cm. Keyhole mounting.

Mini Weather Stations - 
Display Pack of 12
These great-value digital weather 
stations make super impulse-
buy lines, so are supplied as a 
mixed pack of 12 in a counter-top 
merchandiser. Packed with almost 
as many features as instruments 
several times the price, including: 
Time and Date, Weather Forecast, 
Indoor Temperature and Humidity, 
Alarm Clock. Uses 2xAAA 
batteries (not included). This 
product is sold as an assorted 
pack of 12 and must be ordered in 
multiples of 12. Priced per item.

Sold 
Out

Sold 
Out

Digital Compass/
Barometer/
Altimeter
This feature-packed 
little instrument fits 
easily into a pocket 
so you’ll always have 
easy access to: Digital 
Compass, Altimeter, 
Barometer with weather 
forecasting function, 
Time, Date, and Alarm. 
Backlit LED screen.

3152 Digital Compass/
Barometer/Altimeter

3156 Anemometer, 
digital

5171 Corrosion-resistant Baro/
hygro/therm

7290 Pocket Monocular  
10x30, 13cm

3151 Mini Weather 
Stations - Display Pack  
of 12

Weather Girl  
Thermometer
You’ll be in no doubt about the 
forecast for the coming day – 
“Weather Girl” dresses (and 
undresses!) to show you what 
to expect with five icons from 
bikini to coat and scarf. Features 
include displaying current indoor 
and outdoor temperatures (C/F), 
storing maximum and minimum 
temperature records and 12 or 24 
hour time display. The base station 
receives signals from the separate 
outdoor sensor (transmitting data 
up to 300ft), and can be displayed 
free standing or wall mounted. 
16x8x4cm.

3171 Weather Girl Thermometer

Chandlery
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Pools

Ponds

Melts through metal!

More than 
500,000 sold 
worldwide

4543

4540

Hand Bearing Compasses
These low-cost compasses are 
derived from the classic army 
marching compass, with liquid-
damped cards and luminous  
lettering for night use. 

Multi-purpose V-Pump 
Powered by Water
The V-pump exploits the extraordinary 
Venturi effect to help you empty 
water from your pond, pool, bilges, or 
dinghy, using only pumped water as its 
power source – no batteries, no mains 
power, no moving parts. As water 
from your garden or boatyard hose (or 
pressure washer, for greater effect) 
travels into the pump and through the 
immersed nozzle, it is forced to speed 
up, which creates a vacuum – drawing 
in water that surrounds the nozzle. 
In fact, it sucks around four times as 
much water in as is fed into the pump. 
With a typical garden hose, you can 
expect to pump around 4,500L (1,200 
gal) per hour - enough to empty a 
standard pond or hot tub in less than 
30mins. Supplied with standard UK 
‘Hozelock-compatible’ connectors.

3441 Multi-purpose V-Pump  
with UK adaptor

Military Lighter
This tough, powerful lighter has been tested at altitudes of up to 
10,000ft and has a heat output of 1300°C - enough to cut aluminium 
drink cans in half! Its pressurised jet resists wind buffeting to give a 
reliable flame that keeps pointing in the direction you aim it - even 
upside down - making it an excellent tool for lighting fires/barbecues, 
sealing rope ends, or lighting a pipe on a blustery day at sea. Refillable. 
New, unused military surplus. Colour may be green or black.

98110 Blowtorch Lighter

Sea-Searcher Recovery Magnet
Developed by Nauticalia to retrieve tools and ferrous equipment lost 
overboard from boats and docks, this powerful pocket-size – 10x8cm 
– recovery magnet is invaluable for boating, diving, angling, treasure-
hunting, engineering and on oil rigs. With an unlimited life, the 
Sea-Searcher can lift up to 140-lb (64kg). It has become standard issue 
for many harbour and river authorities, as well as for police and army 
search units worldwide. Power comes from a ceramic block, charged at 
30,000 amps sandwiched between steel plates protected by cadmium

3101 Sea Searcher recovery magnet 
5146 10m rope for Sea Searcher (3101)

4543 Brassed Bearing Compass 
4540 Plastic Bearing Compass

Chandlery
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Portable Swivel Vice
So many jobs would be easier, if you just 
had an extra hand or two. This versatile 
portable vice is a good substitute, with 
a lockable swivelling base mounted on 
a powerful suction pad so that you can 
fix it to almost any smooth flat surface 
– boat, caravan, or kitchen. 
It’s well made with a 
lightweight but strong 
cast aluminium body 
and grooved steel jaws, 
supplied with rubber 
pads to grip delicate 
items safely. Max jaw 
opening 6cm, height 18cm.

3285 3286Handy, Lightweight, Battery-powered Pumps
Perfect for emptying out those last dregs in the bilge, 
transferring fuel, or emptying water tanks or aquariums, these 
battery-powered lightweight portable pumps have solid 45cm 
intake pipes that can be poked into awkward spaces, through 
narrow inspection hatches, or into Jerry cans. Both are suitable 
for use with: water, petrol, paraffin, diesel, cleaning products, 
and light oils. Requires 2xD batteries (not included).

Upgraded 
Version
• Pumps 9-litres 

per minute
• Included 

2-stage filter 
prevents pump 
becoming 
clogged

• Longer, 1.7m, 
outlet hose with 
separate nozzle 
trigger

• Storage hook 
can be used 
when setting 
up a semi-
permanent 
installation - i.e. 
in a water butt

Standard Version
• Pumps 10-litres per minute
• 80cm outlet hose
• No filter

Rose/shower 
attachment

Filter unit 
included

A Clear View of the 
Weather
This thermometer uses 
suction to hold it onto the 
exterior of a window to 
monitor conditions outside. 
It has large digits that can 
be read from right across 
a room, but are printed on 
clear vinyl backgrounds to 
minimise their intrusion 
on the view. The main 
temperature scale is in 
centigrade with smaller 
markings in Fahrenheit. 
Diameter 18cm.

Flexible Spirit Level - 
Works Around Curves 
and Corners
Developed, designed and 
manufactured in Germany with 
an almost obsessional degree of 
accuracy, it’s essentially a 70cm 
spirit level with six precisely 
engineered joints. So it can 
be used through right angles, 
curves, corners, as well as 
around columns and decorative 
features. Made from high-
density, non-marking polymer 
with a magnetic base and 
unbreakable, adjustable acrylic 
vials. Unlike others it can fold to 
fit better in a tool bag. Whether 
you’re a DIY novice or a fully 
qualified professional, this is a 
tool kit essential. 70cm long.

Suction 
pad

Limited 
Stock

3284 Portable Swivel Vice

91761 Flexible Spirit Level, 70cm, black
98641 Flexible Spirit Level, 70cm, blue

3116 Windowpane Thermometer

3285 Battery-operated Handy Pump 
3286 Battery-operated Handy Pump with Filter & Hose
3287 Replacement Filter for Battery-operated Pumps 

Outdoor Living
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Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

Personalisable Life Ring
We specialise in life rings which can be personalised with a name 
or message of up to 40 letters. Lettering size depends on the length 
of wording. Life ring is made of polystyrene with a tough coating of 
PVC, reinforced with pliable plastic rings and nylon lines. Diameter 
65cm. Can be personalised for your business or your customer. 
Please call us on +44 (0)1932 244396 for an exact quote.

Portable Food Smoker 
Once you start using a “fish smoker”, you will very 
quickly become addicted to this easy, portable, quick 
and delicious way of cooking – perfect for the riverbank, 
beach or boat. Light the two meths burners, sprinkle 
some sawdust on the base of the smoker, add your 
food and put the lid on. That’s it. There’s room for two 
3-lb trout, which would take about 15 minutes to cook 
through. Steak and other meats taste great cooked this 
way too. Our model is stainless steel, so resists corrosion 

much better than cheaper imitations. For 
transport, all the components stow inside the main 
compartment, measuring approx 35x28x10cm. 
Includes two bags of oak smoking dust. 

  SEAVIEW

CHICHESTER

Important:  
These life rings are  

inexpensive, and whilst they 
give good flotation – better 
in fact than most approved 

lifebelts – they are not 
certificated for shipboard use. 

They are however used by  
many waterside  

authorities.

Knots Made Easy
Take your knot tying to  
the next level with the art of 
decorative ropework. 23 step by 
step demonstrations guide you 
through learning to tie decorative 
knots and then combining them to 
form attractive and practical boat 
fenders, chest handles, lanyards 
etc. Running time 94mins.

97935 “Knots Made Easy” DVD

Pocket Hammock
Ever slept on a piece of 
string? This frameless 
mini-hammock, woven 
from tough nylon, rolls up 
into a fist-size ball and slips 
easily into a pocket. It is 
equally useful for boating 
or camping. Suitable for 
persons up to 190cm tall.

5139 Pocket Hammock

93164 Fish Smoker. 93163 Oak Smok-
ing Dust for Fish Smoker (93164)

3105 Personalisable Life Ring

Outdoor Living
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EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Retains 
water in 
drip tray

Good2Go Boating Board Game
The unique nautical game, developed by experienced RYA instructors 
to make learning fun and advance your knowledge of getting out 
and about safely on the water. For 2-4 players or teams. Ages 8 
to adult. Not suitable for 
children under 3 years. 
Contents: Playing board, 4 
Boats, 112 Question cards, 
18 Good2Finish cards, 11 
Penalty cards and 3 blank 
cards, Rules leaflet.

115dB Horn!

Recharge for 
FREE using hand 

pump (supplied) or 
compressor.

‘Unbreakable’ Stacking Mugs
Labelled according to rank, these sturdy plastic mugs come in sets of 
four, one each for the Captain, First Mate, Cabin Boy and Crew – and 
feature the Nauticalia ship-in-bottle logo. For hot and cold drinks and 
are dishwasher safe. Capacity 245ml.

6103 Mugs - stackable (4), blue, 245ml 
6102 Mugs - stackable (4), red, 245ml

Folding Dishrack
A dishrack would be so handy on board, but where to stow it? 
Easy with this one because it folds up into itself, measuring just 
30x20x5cm. It has room for 13 plates or bowls, with side areas for 
cutlery and glasses. An integral drip tray keeps worktops dry. 

3440 Folding Dishrack

The Foghorn That Never Runs Out
Besides being louder than most of its competitors, EcoBlast is 
powered entirely by compressed air, meaning that it never needs 
refills and is 100% environmentally friendly. The cylinder can be 
recharged either by using the mini hand pump supplied, or a tyre 
inflation compressor. 20cm tall, horn length 16cm.

3119 EcoBlast Foghorn

6502 Good2Go  
Boating Board Game

Chandlery
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6001 60046000 6002

Cook with coals 
or Cobblestones

Cobb Features:
•  Stays Cool-to-the-touch on the outside. So 

it can be used on a wooden table, fibreglass 
deck, or your lawn without causing damage. 

•  Doesn’t smoke - food is isolated from  
the charcoal, so fat does not drip onto it  
and flare. 

•  Can be used as a Charcoal oven - delicious 
pizza cooked in just 15 minutes! 

•  Only needs six briquettes to Cook for up to 
3½ hours or one Cobblestone (see below) 
burns for 2½hrs - maximum heat from 
minimum fuel. 

•  Is Easy to clean & long-lasting  -  
all dishwasher safe.

Cobb Premier Accessories

Fits the fuel 
compartment 

perfectly

The Revolutionary Cobb Outdoor Cooking System
The “Cobb” is probably the ultimate portable outdoor cooking system, and certainly much more than “just a barbecue”.

Shortlisted

The Non-Slip, Safe Drinks Carrier
Unlike most trays, this ingenious design holds your mugs, glasses,  
or bottles securely in four moulded slots, and its rubber feet won’t slip 
when you put it down. Originally conceived for use when sailing in  
rough seas, it’s lighter and much easier to carry in one hand than a 
tray (vital when you need your other hand free to hold on!), and safer 
than carrying hot cups individually. If you’re not a round-the-world 
yachtsman, it’s equally useful in the garden, workshop, caravan, or 
campsite. The non-absorbent material is durable, easy to clean, and 
insulates to keep your drinks warmer (or cooler) for longer. 

6000 Muggi Mug Holder - Blue
6001 Muggi Mug Holder - Red
6002 Muggi Mug Holder - Grey
6004 Muggi Mug Holder - Purple

Cobb Ultra Quick Briquettes
Cobblestones are specially shaped to fill the fuel compartment of 
your Cobb barbecues, and formulated to burn hotter and longer than 
charcoal of the same size/weight. They are environment-friendly too, 
being made from coconut shells. Each stone burns for up to 2hrs 
(smoke-free after the first three minutes), with very little residue. They 
are individually plastic-wrapped, so won’t absorb moisture if you keep 
them in a soggy locker and nor will they turn everything black. After 
4-5 minutes of ignition product is smoke free and ready to cook.  

3069 Ultra Quick Briquettes for Cobb, Pack of 5

Original Cobb Premier
Carrying/storage bag included. Measures 33x30cm. 

3095 Premier Cobb Cooker & Bag

97419 Cobb Griddle Plus3123 Roast rack for Cobb cooker

99128 Cobb Wok 99127 Cobb Frying Pan

Chandlery
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6127 Shipping Areas 6131 Knots

6138 “Why is a Ship Called She?” 6132 Code Flags 6140 Sailing 6144 Shipping Forecast Areas 

6145 World Map 

6146 Beware Pirates 

2342

2343

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

2457 “The Map” 

2458 “Duffers Montage” 2459 “Mosaic Montage” 

Limited 
Stock

Galley Cloths (Tea towels!)
Made exclusively for Nauticalia, our galley cloths feature a wide range of nautical subjects.  
100% cotton. Size 74x46cm.

Place Settings
Nautical knowledge for the dinner table, encased in wipe-clean 
laminate and measuring 43x29cm.

2342 Code Flags Tablemat
2343 Knots Tablemat

Swallows & Amazons 
Tea Towels
Measures 79x48cm.  
100% Cotton. 

Kitchenware
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Whisky not included!

4382

4386

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

Plimsoll Line Glass
Samuel Plimsoll, MP, is 
remembered for his safe load 
waterline mark, introduced 
to prevent unscrupulous 
shipping owners from 
overloading their ships and 
so taking excessive risks with 
the lives of their crews. It is 
now found on all commercial 
ships worldwide. We have 
commissioned an attractive 
whisky glass, handsomely 
etched with his image and 
the Plimsoll line, in this case 
used to mark the “safe load” 
for a generous helping of 
spirit. Capacity 160ml to line. 
Sold in trade packs of six 
(priced individually).

Bottle Openers
Practical brass openers. Length 14cm.

Wall-mounted  
Bottle Opener
Solid brass bottle opener 
with raised anchor design 
and two mounting holes 
for secure attachment to 
a wall or bulkhead. An 
accessory that can be 
appreciated (and is useful) 
in a multitude of locations, 
and won’t get lost! Height 
9cm, width 6cm.

4387 Wall Mounted  
Bottle Opener

Nautical Hip Flask
This stainless steel pocket 
flask is bound with a smart 
navy leatherette featuring a 
pattern of silver nautical icons. 
Capacity 175ml. Supplied 
with funnel for easy filling. 
Height 14cm. 

2306 Nautical Hip Flask

Anchor Bottle Opener & Corkscrew
Bottle cap remover and corkscrew in one. The flukes of the 
anchor give a good purchase on stubborn corks. Chunky 
polished brass castings with stainless steel ‘worm’ (corkscrew 
thread). Length 15cm. 

7297 Anchor-shaped Bottle Opener & Corkscrew

4386 Anchor-
style Bottle 
Opener

4382 Ship’s 
Wheel Bottle 
Opener

2184 Plimsoll Line Whisky Tumbler 220ml

3818 Hammer Bottle Opener, 
pewter-coated, 18cm

3819 Wrench 
Bottle Opener, 
pewter-coated, 
16cm

3820 Whale 
Bottle Opener, 
brass, 19cm

Tableware
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Gecko Non-Slip Dashboard Pad
Inspired by the seemingly-miraculous 
way Geckos climb effortlessly 
on even smooth surfaces, these 
little patches of silicone adhere 
to dashboards and worktops 
etc to hold phones, sat-navs, 
sunglasses and other small 
items in place. We don’t know 
how it works, but it does so 
amazingly well. It’s not sticky to 
the touch, doesn’t leave a residue, 
and is endlessly-repositionable.  
If they get grubby or attract dust, 
a quick wash revitalises them. We 
recommend displaying them on 
the custom-made merchandiser 
(FREE when you stock in full) 
so that your customers can try its 
sticking power for themselves.  
Each measures 9x15cm. 

Easily stored Picnic ice bucket

5580 5581 5582

Sell More Buckets!
This retail display stand 
is FREE when you buy 
the stock in full. Please 
call us on +44 (0)1932 
244396 for details.

Sticky Frog Anti-slip Pads 
Similar to our Gecko dashboard pads, these are made 
from non-slip silcone which is remarkably ‘sticky’ without 
leaving any residue. Sold as a pack of 30, in a counter-top 
merchandiser with replica iPhone, and must be ordered in 
multiples of 30. Priced individually.

3150 Sticky Frog Anti-slip Pads - Display Pack of 30

5580 Gecko Dashboard Pad - Black
5581 Gecko Dashboard Pad - Grey
5582 Gecko Dashboard Pad - Red
5584 Gecko Display Stand. Please call for more details

Brilliant Buckets Fold Flat for Easy Storage
We don’t need to tell you how useful a bucket can be, 
and you’ll also know what a nuisance they are to store - 
especially on board a boat or caravan, where they tend to 
get filled up with other stuff. Not this one! In use, it has a 
capacity of 11-litres and is 28cm tall, but folded up in its 
storage bag measures just 4cm thick. The outward pressure 
of the contents, plus sturdy plastic rings at the top and 
bottom, keep the sides stable.

3185B Stowaway Bucket in Pouch - Blue
3185G Stowaway Bucket in Pouch - Green 
3185R Stowaway Bucket in Pouch - Red
3185Y Stowaway Bucket in Pouch - Yellow

Practical
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Individual Mats

Mat & Coaster Sets

3240 3243 3245 3242 3241 3244 3246 3247 3248 3253

3230 3232 3235 3234 3231 3233 - 3236 3237 3239

Colour
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Fabric Rolls 51x182cm

Bulk Rolls 30cmx30m

3206 3202 3201 3205 3200 3203 3204 3199 3198 3197

3210 3212 3211 3215 3216 3213 3214 3218 3209 3208

3227 3223 3222 3226 3228 3224 3229 3252 3251 3219

Colour

Fabric Rolls 30x182cm

StayPut Non-Slip Matting Products
The range of uses for non-slip matting aboard boats, caravans, and in kitchens and workshops 
is huge, and these items are amongst our top sellers. The fabric is made from non-slip 
foam which is melded onto a polyester mesh. The unique manufacturing process produces 
a hardwearing fabric which is not sticky or stretchy, but grips on both sides. It is durable, 
with an attractive open-weave structure that allows air to circulate - perfect for marine 
environments. It is washable, easily cut to shape, and available in a range of colours.

Twister Grips
Similar to the coasters in the sets 
above, these are 14cm discs of 
StayPut non-slip matting. They are 
supplied in packs of 4 and give you 
the extra grip necessary for getting 
stubborn tops off jars and bottles. 
Black only. Pack of 4.

3270 Twister Grips

Placemats and Coasters
Using the same StayPut fabric as the multi-purpose rolls (above), the 
placemats are pre-cut rectangles with rounded corners. At 30x40cm, 
they are ideally-sized for protecting tabletops, and preventing items 
slipping on trays or dashboards. Placemats are sold individually, or in 
sets of six placemats and six 10cm circular coasters. Codes for each 
type and colour are shown in the table below.

Individual Mats
Mat & Coaster Sets

Multi-purpose Non-slip Matting
Available in ten colours, these rolls of StayPut non-slip matting are simple to cut 
and sew, so can be used in an enormous variety of applications. Rolls are supplied in 
convenient 30x182cm or 51x182cm sizes, or bulk (30cmx55m) rolls that are easy to 
cut and sell by the metre. Codes for each size and colour are shown in the table below.

Fabric Rolls 30x182cm. 
Fabric Rolls 51x182cm. 
Bulk Rolls 30cmx30m. 

Heavy-duty 
Non-slip Fabric Rolls
As above, but extra thick, 
durable non-slip fabric, 
providing added protection 
against chipping or 
scratching. Ideal for the 
bottom of boat lockers 
and under gas bottles. 
Black only. Roll size 
46x183cm.

3250 Heavy-duty  
Non-slip Fabric Rolls

Non-slip Matting
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3275

3276

32653263

3273

3264

Anti-slip Tray
A step up from using our non-slip matting 
to make your drinks tray safer is to use 
this one, which has a textured non-slip 
surface built-in. Measures 41x29cm.

Clear PVC Placemats and Coasters
Using a food-grade clear PVC, these mats and coasters are just as 
good at preventing slips as our other non-slip placemats. Heat-resistant 
to 60°C and waterproof, they can protect delicate surfaces. Placemats 
are 30x20cm, coasters are 9cm diameter.

3273 Clear Placemat/Coaster Set. 6 of each.  
3275 Clear Placemat Singles 
3276 Clear Coaster Singles

Mould-resistant Mats  
Make Your Shower Safer
A cushioned non-slip mat is essential in 
a bath or shower to ensure a safe footing, 
but they often attract unsightly mildew. 
These ones are impregnated throughout 
(not just coated) with a silver-based 
technology which inhibits the growth of 
bacteria and mould, yet is completely 
safe for humans. Free draining and 
machine washable, and independently 
tested to the new Slip Resistant standard 
BS8445:2012.

3263 Antimicrobial Bathmat. 43x90cm.

3264 Antimicrobial Shower Mat. 
20x20cm. 

3265 Antimicrobial Shower Mat 
Quadrant. 23x23cm. 

Non-slip Cover Protects Your Charts
A clear cover will protect your valuable charts from accidental spills 
whilst in use. This one should prevent the spills occurring in the first 
place as it’s non-slip, so it will prevent your phone, GPS etc going 
astray as well as your coffee. 2mm high-gloss PVC. Measures 1x1m, 
easily cut to size.

3254 PVC Chart Cover

3266 Antislip Tray

Non-slip Matting
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Display Stands for Non-slip Matting
Our display stands make the most of valuable retail space and help you sell more mats. All are FREE when you stock in 
full – call us on +44 (0)1932 244396 for details.

32683269

Stow-away Silicone Trivet
When space is at a premium, every square inch counts, and with 
this folding silicone trivet you can safely use a table or work surface 
for your hot pans and it stows away easily afterwards. Silicone is 
also naturally non-slip – a crucial advantage on-board – and easily 
washable. Measures just 22cm (closed).

3269 Silicone Folding Trivet. Purple.  
3268 Silicone Folding Trivet. Green.

Stow-away Silicone Trivet
When space is at a premium, every square inch counts, and with 
this folding silicone trivet you can safely use a table or work surface 
for your hot pans and it stows away easily afterwards. Silicone is 
also naturally non-slip – a crucial advantage on-board – and easily 
washable. Measures just 22cm (closed).

Chrome Retail Display Stand
- 28, 30x182cm rolls
- 28, 51x182cm rolls
- 6 Heavy-duty (black) 46x183cm rolls 

3255 Fully Stocked Chrome  
Retail Display Stand. 
Please call for more details.

Placemat & Coaster Stand
- 60 tablemat/coaster sets (6 of each colour) 
- 100 placemats (10 of each colour)

3257 Fully Stocked Placemat & Coaster 
Stand. Please call for more details.

Shelf-ready Starter Pack
Holds 28 of the standard multi-purpose  
non-slip fabric rolls: 
- 14 of the 30x182cm rolls 
- 14 of the 51x182cm rolls

3256 Fully Stocked Shelf-ready Starter 
Pack. Please call for more details.

Non-slip Matting
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RIB cleaned with Boat Buddy RIB cleaner

Faded oxidised fibreglass gelcoat polished 
and restored using Boat Buddy polish with 
wax cleaning products

Rust staining on fibreglass hull removed 
using Boat Buddy Gelcoat stain remover

Boat Buddy – Superior Boat Care
Boat Buddy brings you the products, system and secrets 
of boat care previously used by professional boat cleaners 
and valeting companies. Environmentally responsible, 
biodegradable and contains NO harsh caustics, bleaches,  
oxalic, muriatic or hydrochloric acids. 1 litre.

BEFORE

BEFORE

AFTER

AFTER

BEFORE

AFTER

All Over  
Boat Wash 
Concentrated boat 
wash for all exterior 
surfaces. 50:1 
concentrate.

2441 Boat Buddy all 
over boat wash

Boat Wash  
with Wax 
Concentrated general 
boat wash containing 
liquid waxing agent. 
100:1 concentrate.

2445 Boat Buddy 
boat wash with wax

Gelcoat Stain 
Remover 
Gel for removing 
ingrained dirt and 
staining on gelcoat 
and painted surfaces.

2442 Boat Buddy 
Gelcoat stain 
remover

Interior Cleaner 
& Deodouriser  
Concentrated citrus 
cleaner for all 
interior use. 50:1 
concentrate.

2446 Boat Buddy 
interior cleaner and 
deodouriser

Premium  
Boat Wax 
Premium wax for full, 
all-over protection on 
gelcoat and painted 
surfaces.

2443 Boat Buddy 
premium boat wax

Sail & Cover 
Cleaner   
Concentrated 
cleaner for sails 
and covers. 50:1 
concentrate.

2447 Boat Buddy 
sail and cover 
cleaner

Boat Polish  
with Wax 
Polish and wax to 
restore and protect 
dull faded gelcoat and 
painted surfaces.

2444 Boat Buddy 
premium boat polish 
with wax

Rib Tube 
Cleaner  
Concentrated cleaner 
for RIB tubes 
and fenders. 50:1 
concentrate.

2448 Boat Buddy 
RIB tube cleaner

Marine Cleaning
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Super Stainless - Making Stainless Look Super!
Stainless steel cleaner and protector, is specifically formulated 
to quickly and easily neutralise and remove those ugly rust 
and corrosion stains from all your stainless steel fittings such 
as rigging screws, bow and stern rails, grab rails, bow rollers, 
guard wires and terminals, and stainless steel railings, cleaning 
and protecting them from further attack from the elements on 
board your boat. Being of liquid gel consistency it penetrates 
where conventional paste cleaners cannot, getting into every 
crevice ensuring your fittings are fully cleaned and protected 
against further rusting and corrosion which can shorten the useful 
lifespan of many fittings and cause premature failure. Simply 
paint the gel formula on to the rusty stainless fitting – leave for 
30 minutes and rinse with fresh water. It really is that simple. 
No rubbing or scrubbing. Environmentally responsible and 
biodegradable product. 

Dirty dinghy cleaned using Grunt! 

Rusty ladder cleaned with Super Stainless

Rusty stainless steel outlet spotlessly cleaned  

Cleans, polishes, and seals gelcoat in 
one quick and easy application.

Sell More  
Gelcoat Sealer! 
Display stand available 
on request, please call  
us on +44 (0)1932 
244396 for details.

BEFORE AFTER

BEFORE

BEFORE AFTER

AFTER

Easy To Use Gelcoat Cleaner & Sealer 
Multi-functional and time-saving product with 
easy-to-clean properties for treatment of all 
gelcoat surfaces above the waterline.

• UV damaged and faded gelcoat surface 
regains its original colour - fast and easy. 

• No pre-cleaning necessary.
• Extremely UV-resistant. 
• Time-saving up to 50% compared with 

traditional wax products.
• After the treatment it is substantially easier 

to clean; for example soot particles from the 
exhaust and dirt residue on the waterline. 

• Repeated treatments extend the effect. 
• Available in 250ml can which is enough 

approximately for a 30ft/9m boat.

3195 Gelcoat Sealer

2449 Super Stainless. 1-litre.  
2452 Super Stainless. 500ml. 

Takes the GRUNT! Out of Cleaning your Boat!
Grunt boat cleaner, does exactly that – it takes the GRUNT! out of 
cleaning your boat. Ugly yellow/brown waterline stains, rust stains 
from fittings, bird lime and limescale stains, exhaust stains - sound 
familiar? Grunt boat cleaner is specifically designed to make cleaning 
these hard-to-shift nasty stains from your boat an easy task, so easy 
in fact you won’t believe it! Grunt boat cleaner penetrates into the 
gelcoat pores and using a mild chemical reaction gently neutralises 
and absorbs the staining without affecting the gelcoat in any way. 
The stain can then be simply washed away with a sponge and water. 
To use Grunt boat cleaner simply apply to the stained area – wait 30 
minutes or so while Grunt does the work, and rinse off, it really is that 
simple! Grunt boat cleaner is formulated as a liquid gel in order to 
adhere to vertical and overhead surfaces. Whilst primarily designed 
for use on fibreglass boats, Grunt boat cleaner also works brilliantly 
on most two-part marine paint systems and yacht enamels typically 
used on steel or timber boats. Contains NO harsh oxalic, muratic or 
hydrochloric acids. 

2450 Grunt! Boat Cleaner. 1-litre. 
2454 Grunt! Boat Cleaner. 500ml.

Marine Cleaning
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Gorilla Tough – Incredibly Strong Glue & Tape
Gorilla is the best-selling range of waterproof adhesives from America, now available from Nauticalia. The compact  
display stand (which is free when you stock in full) allows you to make the most of every precious square metre of  
floor space in-store – a must for busy chandleries.

2609 Extension 
to 2585 Gorilla 
Stand

Tough all-weather shell

Strong 
reinforced 
backing

Double thick adhesive 
reinforced backing

2582 2583 2584

2585 Gorilla 
Display Stand

2563 Gorilla Ready Stocked 
Mini Merchandiser

Sell More!
This retail display 
stand is FREE 
when you buy 
the stock in full. 
Please call us 
on +44 (0)1932 
244396 for details.

Gorilla Tape
Legendary Gorilla sticking power in a tough woven tape that grips even rough surfaces.
2582 Gorilla Tape. 11m. 
2583 Gorilla Tape. 32m.
2584 Gorilla Tough Wide Tape.  
73mmx27m. 

Gorilla Crystal Clear  
Waterproof Repair Tape
Ideal for all sorts of repairs. It will 
also create an airtight, waterproof 
patch - perfect for inflatables.

2586 Gorilla Clear Waterproof 
Repair Tape. 8.2m. 

Gorilla Double-
sided Mounting 
Tape
Mounting tape. 
Ideal for securing 
almost anything 
to a flat surface. 
This is a double 
sided permanent fix 
mounting tape.

2595 Double-sided 
Mounting Tape. 
150cm.

Gorilla Waterproof  
Patch & Seal Tape  
Instantly seals out water, air and 
moisture. With an extra thick adhesive 
layer and UV resistant backing this 
tape conforms to form a permanent 
bond indoors and out. Essential repair 
kit, particularly for boaters but with a 
multitude of other uses – keep one in 
your toolbox! 10cm wide, 3m roll.

2599 Gorilla Waterproof Patch & 
Seal Tape. 3m. 

Sell More!
This retail display 
stand is FREE 
when you buy 
the stock in full. 
Please call us 
on +44 (0)1932 
244396 for details.

Gorilla Tough
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2576 2577 2578

Gorilla Glue
The best-selling super-strong glue from 
America - bonds wood, stone, metal, 
ceramic. 100% Waterproof.

2576 Gorilla Glue. 60ml. 
2577 Gorilla Glue. 115ml.  
2578 Gorilla Glue. 250ml. 

Gorilla Epoxy Glue
Two-part epoxy sets strong in 
only 5 minutes.

2575 Gorilla Epoxy Glue. 
25ml. 

Gorilla Wood Glue
Specially-formulated to 
bond wood, this Gorilla 
Glue is water-resistant 
and dries quickly to a 
natural colour.

2579 Gorilla Wood Glue. 
236ml. 

Gorilla Super Glue
Bonds glass, plastics, 
metal, and ceramics, with 
added rubber for impact 
resistance.

2572 Gorilla Super 
Glue. 15g. 

Gorilla Super Glue Gel
Easy-to-use, thicker and more controlled 
formula great for multiple surfaces and vertical 
applications. In addition there’s an anti-clog cap 
with a metal pin in the cap to ensure an air-tight 
seal for maximum reusability.

2587 Gorilla Super Glue Gel. 15g. 

2590 
O’Keeffe’s 
Working 
Hands Cream

Grab Adhesive Tube
Grab adhesive can be  
used underwater as a 
permanent fix either as  
a glue or sealant. It is  
also paintable. White.

2594 Grab Adhesive 
Tube. 250g. 

Gorilla Glue Clear 
Like all Gorilla adhesives, this creates a 
strong permanent bond on wood, metal, 
glass, ceramics and more, but this one also 
sets crystal clear – perfect for instances 
where the finish is important. An extended 
working time gives you the opportunity to 
reposition work if required. 

2598 Gorilla Clear Glue. 50ml. 

Gorilla Contact 
Adhesive Clear 
Can be used on a 
variety of surfaces 
indoor and out. It’s 
100% waterproof, 
provides a permanent, 
flexible bond, and 
holds in just seconds. 
The no-run formula 
makes projects and 
repairs easy, and it 
dries crystal clear for 
an improved finish.

2608 Gorilla Contact 
Adhesive Clear. 75g. 

Gorilla Tough 
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3651

3660

3669

3652 3661

3670

3653

3662

3671

3654

3663

3672

3655

3656

3677

3681

3685

3678

3682

3686

3679

3683

3687

3680

3684

3688

3664 3673

3665

3674

3657

3666 3675

3658

3667 3676

3659

3668

Boat Sticker Display Boards 
Supplied FREE of charge when you stock in full. 
Please call us on +44 (0)1932 244396 for details.

“Stick It To Em” Boat Stickers 
Our range of waterproof vinyl stickers is available in handy postcard-sized sets and includes labels for fuels, electrics, 
gas, sanitation and emergency procedures as required by the boat safety scheme. Quick and easy to use, and also ideal 
for caravans and campervans. Supplied as a pack of 10, priced individually. 

Large Boat Stickers
10½x16cm.

Small Boat Stickers.
7½x11cm. 

3762 30x120cm  
(18 small & 4 large). 

3764 61x61cm (18 small & 4 large).

3763 61x61cm (8 small & 8 large)

Boat Stickers
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3690 3705

3720

3691 3706

3721

3692 3707

3722

3693

3708 3723

3694

3709 3724

3695

3710 3725

3696

3711

3726

3738

3750

3697

3712

3727

3739

3751

3698

3713

3728

3740

3752

3699

3714

3729

3741

3753

3670

3715

3730

3742

3754

3701

3716

3731

3743

3755

3702

3717

3732

3744

3756

3735

3747

3759

3703

3718

3733

3745

3757

3736

3748

3760

3704

3719

3734

3746

3758

3737

3749

3761

Boat Letters and Numbers 
Black vinyl letters and numerals supplied 50 on a roll in a dispensing box for easy individual resale.  
Self-adhesive and easy to use for all sorts of labelling requirements. Priced Individually.

Small Stickers 38mm 

Large Stickers 65mm

Small Boat Letters & Numbers Sticker Displays 
Wall mounted or flat. 31x31cm (Holds 36 small boxes). 
Supplied FREE of charge when you stock in full. 
3770 Display Pack for 38mm letters

Large Boat Letters & Numbers Sticker Displays 
Wall mounted or flat. 31x50cm (Holds 36 large boxes). 
Supplied FREE of charge when you stock in full.
3771 Display Pack for 65mm letters

Boat Stickers
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5835 Welsh Dragon 5833 St George’s Cross

Nauticalia Maritime Flags
A collection of the most popular flags 
for maritime use – Red Ensigns, code 
flags, and flags of various European 
countries – made from high-quality 
rot-resistant polyester with cord loop at 
the top and tail at the bottom. Available 
in great-value printed versions, with 
the larger Red Ensigns also available as 
heavy duty sewn versions. Supplied in 
individual blister packs with euroslots.

A B C D E F G

H I J K L M N

O P Q R S T U

V W X Y Z

A B C D E F G

H I J K L M N

O P Q R S T U

V W X Y Z

5849

5845

5820

5854

5848

5821

Courtesy Flags - All 30x45cm

Red Ensign

Numerals
5845 Code Flag 0
5846 Code Flag 1
5847 Code Flag 2
5848 Code Flag 3
5849 Code Flag 4

5850 Code Flag 5
5851 Code Flag 6
5852 Code Flag 7
5853 Code Flag 8
5854 Code Flag 9

Numerals
5845 Code Flag 0
5846 Code Flag 1
5847 Code Flag 2
5848 Code Flag 3
5849 Code Flag 4

5850 Code Flag 5
5851 Code Flag 6
5852 Code Flag 7
5853 Code Flag 8
5854 Code Flag 9

Pirates Flag
Made from lightweight 100% polyester 
and printed right through. The edge is 
protected by a stiff white braid, with two 
brass eyelets for halyard attachments. 
45x30cm. 

6215 Pirate Flag

5822 Brittany/Breton Flag
5823 Cyprus/Cypriot Flag
5824 EU Flag
5825 France/French Flag
5826 Greece/Greek Flag
5827 Guernsey Flag
5828 Italy/Italian Flag
5829 Eire/Irish Flag.
5830 Portugal/Portuguese Flag
5831 Jersey Flag
5832 Spain/Spanish Flag
5833 St George’s Cross Flag
5834 Scotland/Scottish Lion Flag
5835 Wales/Welsh Dragon Flag
5836 Normandy Flag
5837 Turkey/Turkish Flag.
5839 Holland/Netherlands Flag
5840 Belgium/Belgian Flag
5841 Germany/German Flag
5842 Sweden/Swedish Flag
5843 Alderney Flag

5800 Red Ensign Sewn Flag. ¾ yard (68x34cm)
5801 Red Ensign Sewn Flag. 1 yard (90x45cm)
5803 Red Ensign Sewn Flag. 1½ yard (137x68cm)
5804 Red Ensign Sewn Flag. 2 yard (183x91cm)
5805 Red Ensign Printed Flag. ½ yard (45x22cm)
5806 Red Ensign Printed Flag. ¾ yard (68x34cm)
5807 Red Ensign Printed Flag. 1 yard (90x45cm)

Code Flags
The most commonly-used code flags, 
available individually so you don’t need to 
buy a full set. 30x45cm. 

5820 Code Flag A  
(I have a diver down/keep clear).

5821 Code Flag Q (To request customs 
clearance on arrival in a foreign port)  

Flags
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52646 Stripy 
Square Cushion, 
blue/white, 37cm

52433 “Seas the Day” 
Cushion, 40cm

52435 “Seas the Day” Cushion, 50x30cm

55274 “Welcome 
Aboard” Life Ring 
Cushion, 30cm

52863 Cushion 
with Anchor 
Design, navy, 40cm

52864 Cushion with Compass 
Design, navy 40cm

Laundry Bag
This laundry bag in 
sailbag style also has 
a drawstring to keep 
odours in, and is made 
from very strong 200 
denier nylon. 56x89cm.

90121 Laundry Bag, 
56x89cm

Nautical Cushions
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Enamel Coated Aluminium Trays 
Little cast aluminium trays, enamel coated and printed with our own designs, are 
just the job for all those little odds & ends and loose change that don’t seem to have a 
place of their own. They’re waterproof and food safe so could be used for nibbles too.

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGNS

Durable 
aluminium 

base

Design your own!
The unique design and printing process used on these 
items means that even relatively short runs can be made 
economically. If there’s a style you think we should offer, 
or would like your own bespoke design, please get in 
touch for more details.

6872 “Captain” Tray, blue, 12x8cm

6876 Code Flag “Z” Tray, 12x8cm

6873 “Captain” Tray, gold, 12x8cm

6875 Skull & Crossbones Tray, 12x8cm

6878 Bunting Tray, orange, 12x8cm 6879 “Man Tray”, white, 12x8cm6877 “Home is Where the 
Beach is” Tray, 12x8cm

6874 Union Flag Tray, distressed, 12x8cm

Enamel Coated Aluminium Trays
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Oscar Borgström Range 
Designed for us by Swedish artist Oscar Borgström – well-known in his home country for his lighthouse-themed art – 
this exclusive range of souvenirs depict some of the British Isles’ best-loved lighthouses. We’ve roughly grouped them 
in to East Coast and South Coast ranges, to suit many popular tourist destinations, but all are eye-catching and just as 
appealing to those away from coastal locations. Other lighthouses can be commissioned on some products subject to 
order quantity – please call us on +44 (0)1932 244396 for details.

Reverse Reverse

Artwork by  
Oscar Borgström

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Sold 
Out

55313 East Coast Lighthouses Mug 55314 South Coast Lighthouses Mug

55318 East Coast Lighthouses Tray, 30cm

55315 South West Coast 
Lighthouses Tray, 20cm

55319 South Coast Lighthouses Tray, 30cm

55316 South Coast  
Lighthouses Tray, 20cm

55317 East Anglia 
Lighthouses Tray, 20cm

 55320 South West 
Coast Lighthouses 

Notebook, 21cm

 55321 South 
Coast Lighthouses 
Notebook, 21cm

 55322 East Anglia 
Lighthouses 

Notebook, 21cm

Oscar Borgström Range
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6288

6292

6285

6291

6286

6289

6287

6293 62956294

6290

6010 “Captain”  
Explorer Tin Mug

6011 “Skipper”  
Explorer Tin Mug

6013 “Crew”  
Explorer Tin Mug6012 “First Mate” 

Explorer Tin Mug
6014 “Ancient Mariner” 

Explorer Tin Mug

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

6285 I Am The Captain 
6286 Daily Flogging
6287 Captain’s Word 
6288 Skipper 
6289 Captain
6290 First Mate
6291 Crew 
6292 Galley Slave 
6293 Reef Knot & Knots
6294 Grumpy Old Man
6295 Ancient Mariner

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Explorer Tin Mugs 
Exclusive Nauticalia design. Traditionally-made tin mugs with enamel coating but with a 
modern chip-proof drinking edge to avoid those rusty spots around the rim you used to get 
on the originals! 450ml capacity. 

Campfire-style Mugs
These bone china mugs are hand decorated and exclusive to Nauticalia. Designed to look like the 
enamelled tin types you used to take camping, but they won’t cool down so quickly, burn your hands, 
or leave that infamous taste! Height 9cm, diameter 8cm, individually boxed. Capacity 360ml. 

Crew Tableware
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2303

2304

2305

2204 22052203

2202

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

2185

2186 2188

52710

52714

52711

52715

52712

52716

52713

52717

2187

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Can be engraved 
on reverse

2303 Ancient Mariner Round Hip Flask
2304 Captain Round Hip Flask
2305 Skipper Round Hip Flask

2202 “Skipper” Stainless Steel Tankard
2203 “Captain” Stainless Steel Tankard
2204 “Ancient Mariner” Stainless Steel Tankard
2205 “Crew” Stainless Steel Tankard

2185 Captain Whisky Tumbler
2186 First Mate Whisky Tumbler 
2187 Skipper Whisky Tumbler
2188 Crew Whisky Tumbler

52710 Captain Shot Glass
52711 Skipper Shot Glass
52712 First Mate Shot Glass
52713 Ancient Mariner Shot Glass
52714 Party Like a Pirate Shot Glass
52715 Bottoms Up! Shot Glass
52716 Cheers! Shot Glass
52717 Drunken Sailor Shot Glass

Sold 
Out

Crew Hip Flasks
Stainless steel pocket flasks – 
smartly badged with ‘Captain’, 
‘Skipper’, or ‘Ancient Mariner’. 
Gift boxed with funnel for easy 
filling. Capacity 125ml. 

Rations of Ale for all the Crew
Our smart stainless steel tankards come labelled with crew 
positions so everyone knows whose drink is whose. For additional 
personalisation, we can engrave on the reverse. Please ask for details. 
Capacity 500ml. 

Royal Navy Glasses Show Rank
Keep track of who’s who, and whose drink is whose, with these 
smart engraved glass tumblers – helps avoid confusion between 
daughter’s lemonade and Dad’s gin and tonic! The additional 
decoration is derived from the emblems used on the sleeves of 
Royal Naval uniforms. Dishwasher safe, capacity 260ml each. 

Bottoms Up! Crew Shot Glasses
Adding a little fun to our Crew range, these 
shot glasses are printed with our most 
popular ranks and messages in an informal 
nautical style. Smart Euroslot packaging 
makes them perfect impulse-buy gifts.  

Crew Tableware
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5884

5885

5877

5886 58885887 5889

5878 5879

Raise a Glass… and a smile!
Whether for a boating-themed party, a gift for those hard-to-buy for ‘Yachties’, or simply keeping 
track of which drink is whose on board, this range of fun nautical drinksware with jaunty blue and 
gold designs are sure to raise a smile. Cheers! Not suitable for microwave or dishwasher.

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

5890 58925891 5893

5880 5882

5881 5883

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Glass Tumblers 
Individually gift boxed. Capacity 235ml. 
5877 Ship Faced Tumbler
5878 Seas The Day Tumbler
5879 Work like a Captain Tumbler

Glass Tankards
Individually gift boxed. One pint. 
5886 Work Like a Captain Tankard
5887 Ship Faced Tankard
5888 Seas The Day Tankard
5889 Captain Tankard

Tin Mugs 
Capacity 530ml.
5880 Captain Tin Mug
5881 Skipper Tin Mug
5882 First Mate Tin Mug,
5883 Crew Tin Mug
5884 Ancient Mariner Tin Mug
5885 Seas The Day Tin Mug

Nauti Mugs
Fine bone china. Individually  
gift boxed. Capacity 400ml
5890 Nauti Boy Mug
5891 Nauti Girl Mug
5892 Her Captain Mug
5893 His Mermaid Mug

Nauti DrinkswareNauti Drinksware
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Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

55075506 5509

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

6330 Captain Crew Socks
6332 First Mate Crew Socks
6333 Skipper Crew Socks
6335 Ancient Mariner Crew Socks

Yachtmaster Canvas Shoes
Our canvas deck shoes are superb value, making them ideal impulse-buy items and great sellers. Available in two styles – lace up or slip on. 

Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

Crew Socks
Our crew socks – a subtle way to 
denote rank, and make pairing-up 
easy! Good quality 70% cotton, 29% 
polyamide, 1% elastane. One size -  
fits shoe size 6-12. Supplied on smart 
euro-slot header cards. 

Port & 
Starboard 
Socks
6336 Port/
Starboard  
Crew Socks

Code Flag Socks
With flags taken from 
the International 
Code of Signals, these 
socks spell out hidden 
messages.
6337 Crew Socks - 
Left/Right

Port/Starboard Socks
For the directionally challenged – colour-
coded socks to identify Port (red) and 
Starboard (green). Amusing instructions for 
use – sell themselves. Fits UK sizes 6-12. 
Material 60% cotton, 40% Nylon.

6505 Captain’s (port/starboard)  
Socks, red/green

Socks in a Box
Three pairs of our crew socks – Port, Starboard, and either Captain,  
Skipper, or Ancient Mariner – gift boxed together. Fits UK size 6-12. 

5506 Captain Crew Socks in Gift Box, 3 pack
5507 Skipper Crew Socks Gift Box, 3 pack
5509 Ancient Mariner Crew Socks Gift Box, 3 pack

91357 Yachtmaster 
slip-on canvas 
shoe. Available in 
sizes: 4(37), 5(38), 
6(39½), 6½(40), 
7(41), 8(42), 9(43), 
10(44½),10½(45), 
11(46).

91358 Yachtmaster 
lace-up canvas 
shoe. Available in 
sizes: 4(37), 5(38), 
6(39½), 6½(40), 
7(41), 8(42), 9(43), 
10(44½),10½(45), 
11(46). 

Crew ClothingCrew Clothing
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6311 Skipper 6312 First Mate 6313 Crew

6319 The Captain’s 
Word is Law 

6320 Skull & Crossbones 
Beanie Hat (Black not Navy)

6316 Ancient Mariner6314 Cabin Boy 6315 Wreck 6317 Knackered Sailor 6318 Old Sea Dog

6310 Captain

Your Name Here!
We use the same high standard of embroidery to apply 
your boat name, company name, or advertising slogan 
to our yachting caps and knitted beanies. And it’s all 
done in-house for fast turnaround, and low minimum 
quantities. Call us today on +44 (0)1932 244396  
to find out what we can do for you.

6321 Navy personalised beanie hat.

Please call for more details

Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

Embroidered, not 
printed, with rank

Senior Ranks Cap with Gold Embroidery 
Made to the same spec as our Yachting caps (opposite), but with a 
navy-coloured brim embroidered with gold oak leaves and acorns. 
This is a symbol of high rank in the  
American navy, probably derived  
from the fact that the best ships  
were traditionally made from oak.  
One size fits all.

Knitted Beanie Hats
Made from a double layer of knitted acrylic, our beanie hats are very 
warm and durable. Available plain, or with our most popular ranks and 
phrases embroidered in contrasting white thread. Navy blue. 100% acrylic. 
One size fits all (adult). 

Captain’s White Cap
For the fair-weather boating 
man, there is a crisp white 
cotton cap with a shiny peak, 
yellow braiding, embroidered 
badge. Sizes 56-60cm.

6252 Captain’s white cap

Woollen Breton-style Caps
As worn by that famous Yellow 
Submariner, John Lennon, in the 
Sixties, the rugged Breton-style 
fisherman’s cap is still in fashion. 100% 
wool with a quilted interior for warmth. 

6254 Breton cap, navy.  
Sizes 56-60cm. 

6255 Breton cap, black.  
Sizes 56-60cm.

6266 Oakleaf 
Yachting Cap

Knitted Beanie Hats
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62056204 62066203

6224

Adjustable foldaway strap

6229

Head Protection, Designed for Sailors
There are numerous safety hazards on board - being hit by 
the boom for example - yet sailors are 
often reluctant to wear safety helmets 
as they can be heavy, uncomfortable, 
and unattractive. These yachting 
caps incorporate a hard injection-
moulded shell for protection and foam 
padding for comfort, and they meet 
the requirements of EU Standard 
Specification EN812 (similar to 
building site bump caps).

5165

5166

5167

Tough, lightweight plastic 
inner for protection

Fully adjustable

6203 Captain
6204 Skipper
6205 Crew 
6206 First Mate 
6207 Plain Yachting Cap
6208 Cabin Boy
6209 Grumpy Old Man 
6223 Knackered Sailor  
6224 England Expects 
6225 Ancient Mariner
6226 Dangerous Cargo 
6228 Wreck 
6229 Skull and crossbones 
6235 Nobody’s Perfect 
6236 Old Sea Dog

6237 Dogsbody
6238 Captain’s Word is Law
6239 Thinking Cap
6270 Drunken Sailor
6271 Buoy Racer
6272 Old Salt
6273 Bottoms Up
6274 Galley Slave

Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

6208

Please ask for details

CAN BE  
PERSONALISED

DIFFERENT DESIGNS? 
We can custom embroider almost 
anything you want onto our caps – 
words, pictures or logos. You can add 
to an existing design, or start from 
scratch with a blank (held in stock). 
Fast turnaround for most situations. 
Please call +44 (0)1932 244396 for 
details/quote. 

Crew Caps
When specifying our crew caps, we chose the “top-spec” options all the way. So the bulk of the cap is made from 
strong, 100% cotton twill material, with a sweat-resistant hem and reinforcing sewn around the inside. The brims are 
plastic (not cardboard), and covered in soft fawn-coloured suedette on top with navy cotton twill beneath (to reduce 
glare on the eyes). The size-adjusting strap has a metal buckle, and metal sleeve for tucking away the end neatly. Each is 
heavily embroidered with a crew position in cotton thread. The quality is excellent as is the price. One size fits all. Max 
61cm, min 54cm. 

Narrow-peak SafaSail Cap
A narrow peak version for those at the 
helm, to enable them to look up and see 
the wind indicator at the top of the mast.

5167 SafaSail Yachting Cap, navy/red

Full-peak SafaSail Cap
Incorporates a large peak to protect 
against bright sunshine, and a chinstrap to 
prevent cap being blown away in the wind.

5165 SafaSail Yachting Cap, navy/blue 
5166 SafaSail Yachting Cap, navy/red

Yachting & Sailing Caps
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Front design

CAPTAIN

THE CAPTAIN’S 
WORD IS LAW

SKIPPER

ANCIENT
MARINER

CREW

OLD  
SEA DOG

6370 Captain Crew T-Shirt
6371 Skipper Crew T-Shirt
6372 Crew Crew T-Shirt
6373 Ancient Mariner Crew T-Shirt
6374 Captain’s Word is Law T-Shirt
6375 Old Sea Dog Crew T-Shirt

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

5674

5677

5675

5678

5676

5679

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

5674 Captain Anchor T-Shirt
5675 Skipper Anchor T-Shirt
5676 Crew Anchor T-Shirt
5677 Ancient Mariner Anchor T-Shirt
5678 Captain’s Word Is Law Anchor T-Shirt
5679 Old Sea Dog Anchor T-Shirt

Front design Reverse 
design

Reverse design

Crew T-Shirts for all On-board - Anchor Design
Building on the success of our crew t-shirts – this new range features designs exclusive to Nauticalia applied to  
top-quality heavyweight 100% cotton t-shirts. Navy, with white screen printing. Sizes (to fit chest): M(36-38"),  
L(38-40"), XL(42-46"), XXL(46-50"). 

Crew T-Shirts for all On-board - Crew Design
Crew t-shirts to complement our best-selling range of yachting caps. Navy, with white screen printing, they 
are 100% cotton for superb durability. Sizes (to fit chest): M(36-38"), L(38-40"), XL(42-46"), XXL(46-50").

Crew T-Shirts
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95366 95367

95369

Sweatered submariners 
in “Above us the 
Waves”, courtesy of 
The Rank Organisation

95401 95390

Long-sleeve Breton Top 
These heavyweight, three-quarter sleeved T-shirts have 
relatively wide “boat necks” and a distinctively nautical 
note to their stripe patterns. 100% cotton. Sizes (to fit 
chest): S(38-40"), M(40-42"), L(42-44"), XL(46-48"). 

95368

Submariner Sweaters
Admiralty-issue to the Royal Navy in both 
world wars, thick wool sweaters like these 
are every bit as suitable for today’s sailors 
and those who like to keep the waves beneath 
them. They combine the warmth, comfort 
and rugged durability of pure Merino wool, 
whilst the neck and shoulder seams are 
interlinked for strength. Sizes, relating to 
chest size, give a loose (but not baggy) fit. 
S(40"/100cm), M(42"/105cm), L(44"/110cm), 
XL(46"/115cm), XXL(48-50"/120-125cm).

92842 Submariner sweater, ecru 
92843 Submariner sweater, navy

Pure British Wool Guernsey Sweaters
The traditional Guernsey sweater has changed little 
in more than 400 years - offering excellent insulation, 
as well as wind and water resistance, and tremendous 
durability. Ours are also designed and crafted to 
last, made from 100% British wool using traditional 
textured patterns. They are comfortable and practical 
to wear allowing for good ease of movement, with side 
vents and finished with a smart crew neck. Sizes (to fit 
chest): S(40"/100cm), M(42"/105cm), L(44"/110cm), 
XL(46"/115cm), XXL(48-50"/120-125cm).

95401 Guernsey sweater, ecru 
95390 Guernsey sweater, navy 

95366 Long-sleeve Breton Top, navy/natural
95367 Long-sleeve Breton Top, natural/navy
95368 Long-sleeve Breton Top, red/natural
95369 Long-sleeve Breton Top, natural/red

Nautical Clothing
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How do they work? 
DexShell products use a unique 
seamless 3-layer fabric to keep  
you warm and dry. 

Durable Outer Layer:  
Quick-drying, abrasion-resistant 
stretch fit yarn. 

Middle Porelle® Layer:  
A waterproof and breathable 
membrane which allows 
perspiration to escape whilst 
blocking water and wind from 
entering. 

Breathable Inner Layer: Actively 
wicks moisture away from the skin 
for comfort and warmth.

Durable
Outer Layer

Waterproof
Breathable
Membrane

Comfortable 
Inner

Moisture
Water

Wind3-layer Fabric

WATER
PROOF

WATER
PROOF

6639 6649

Size Euro UK

Small 36-38 3-5

Medium 39-42 6-8

Large 43-46 9-11

X Large 47-49 12-14

DexShell Waterproof  
Socks – Two Lengths
Close-fitting and waterproof 
all the way up. The tops 
also incorporate DexShell’s 
patented in-cuff seal system 
which significantly reduces 
the ability of splashed water 
to seep into the top. The fabric 
has been designed to stretch 
both lengthways as well as 
widthways for a supremely 
comfortable fit. The inner 
layer is 40% Merino wool for 
warmth.

Dexshell Waterproof Socks, Gloves & Hats
High-tech waterproof, windproof and breathable accessories that really do work, and do so equally well sailing in the 
Solent, or on rainy days on the High Street! Ideal for all outdoor activities including sailing, cycling, canoeing, fishing, 
hunting, walking, riding, running, basically anything where you want to keep hands, feet and head warm and dry. 

All DexShell products come in 
smart, easy to display packaging.

6353 6352

DexShell Ultra Flex Waterproof Ankle Sock
This is DexShell’s thinnest waterproof sock, so much so that it 
feels just like a normal sock. This sock is not only waterproof but 
lightweight and breathable. Designed and developed to provide 
superb flexibility and maximum comfort. Suitable for all activities 
and everyday use. Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
6639 Ultra thin socks, navy 
6649 Ultra thin socks, red

6353 Overcalf waterproof 
sock. Reaching over the 
calf to just below the knee, 
perfect for wearing with 
taller boots. Sizes: S, M, 
L, XL. 

6352 Mid-calf waterproof 
sock. Sizes S, M, L, XL.
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WATER
PROOF

Size Gloves

Small 17-20cm

Medium 20-22cm

Large 22-25cm

X Large 25-28cm
Non-slip grip dots Touchscreen 

compatible

Measure around 
your hand with 
a tape measure 
across your 
palm.

543
2

6 7

WATER
PROOF

DexShell Waterproof Beanies
An excellent piece of performance headwear containing DexShell’s patent construction technology to keep you dry and warm. A quiet 
(non rustle) and comfortable fit with a fine micro fleece fabric inner and close-fit brim band to give a snug fit that resists the elements. 
Outer shell: 100% acrylic with waterproof and breathable membrane. One size fits all.

6354 6355 6554 6555 6556

FREE Display Stand
Available when you buy 40 units. 
Call us on 01932 244396 for details.

Dexshell Waterproof Thermafit Neo Touchscreen Gloves
A highly dexterous and tactile glove enhanced by the Grip Dots on the 
palm aiding superb grip and control. Fast moisture transfer with anti-
bacterial performance. The inner layer incorporates 92% Coolmax® yarns 
to aid wicking and maintain steady temperature. Touchscreen compatible, 
allows you to use your smartphone without removal. Sizes: S, M, L, XL.
6363 Waterproof touchscreen gloves

6354 Waterproof beanie, black
6355 Waterproof beanie, grey
6554 Waterproof beanie, blue 
6555 Waterproof beanie, purple
6556 Waterproof beanie, bohemian
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Best 
Seller!
Best 
Seller!

3435 Seadogs Never Grow Old

3445 Everyone Knows the Best

3429 Bow Wow

3423 Thank You Life Ring

3436 Let’s Gybe Together

3446 Celebrate & Enjoy

3325 Home is...

3428 Three Sheets

3443 Birthdays are Better on Beach

3447 Birthdays are Better on the Boat

3332 Spinnaker

3331 Navigation

3342

3444 Chase the Sunset

3448 Celebrate/Glass in your Hand

3335 Pilotage

3337 Bar

Sell more cards! 
FREE greeting cards display stands available.  
Call us on +44 (0)1932 244396 for details.

Our range of nautical greeting cards consists of more 
than 50 designs, each blank inside and supplied with blue 
gummed envelopes. Each measures 15x15cm. Perfect 
impulse-buy items, they are proving great sellers

Nautical Greeting Cards
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3425 Same Boat 3427 Dog Watch 3399 That’s my boy 3424 Happy Anniversary

3350 A great fisherman...

3374 Fair Winds 

3376 Ancient Mariner

3380 Fish come in...

3375 Hoist the...

3381 Forget tackle 3351 A Reel Expert... 3353 Give a man a fish...

3366 Ahoy

3401 Sailing sex 3400 Size matters

3402 Ship happens

3406 Don’t follow your...

Nautical Greeting Cards
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3344 The Devil may...

3340 Any port.. 3346 There are the haves... 3342 Good yachtsmen

3348 Nothing works... 3345 Give a man a fish ... 3341 Good sailors...

3343 Gusting force

3349 Cheers... 3326 Today’s Forecast 3327 Never Judge

3358 Good fishermen... 3370 Jumble Sails3367 Buoy3405 Happiness not a...

Sell more cards! 
FREE greeting 

cards display stands 
available. Call us on  
+44 (0)1932 244396 

for details.

Nautical Greeting Cards
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3386 Any Port

3392 Galley

3387 Good Yachts 3388 Gusting Force

3389 The Devil

3395 Pilotage

3390 Nothing Works

3396 Ocean Racing

3391 Cheers

3373

Nautical Coasters

3288 I know you sail

3296 Never Believe

3292 Family holiday

3289 This is the bit

3297 More Sense Than Us

3293 Never mind...

3290 Overrated?...

3298 Yachtsmen Welcome

3294 He’s out...boat

3291 In front... course

3299 Enjoying Anniversary

3295 Keep her on this

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Sell more coasters! 
FREE coaster display 
stands available. Call us 
on +44 (0)1932 244396 
for details.

Our range of nautical greeting cards feature illustrations by famous marine cartoonist 
Mike Peyton. Each blank inside and supplied with blue gummed envelopes. Each 
measures 15x15cm. 

Our range of nautical coasters consists of 9 designs, 
each measures 10x10cm. 

Mike Peyton Greeting Cards



Telephone: +44 (0)1932 24439672

2632 Happy B-Day Present

2636 Happy B-Day

2644 Congratulations

2640 Happy Anniversary

2633 With Love Heart

2637 Just to Say

2645 You’re A Star

2634 Happy B-Day Pebble

2638 With Love

2646 Good Luck

2642 New Home

2635 Pebble Heart

2639 Thank You

2647 Love U

2669 Life’s a Beach

2660 80 Today

2656 40 Today 2657 50 Today 2658 60 Today 2659 70 Today

Our range of SandScript greeting cards consists of  
32 designs, each blank inside and supplied with  
gummed white envelopes. Each measures 15x15cm. 
Perfect impulse-buy items. 

SandScript Greeting Cards
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2648 Thank You 2649 On Your Retirement 2650 Get Well

2661 With Love

2665 With Thanks

2662 Just to Say

2666 Happy Birthday

2663 Happy Birthday 

2667 Special Friend

2664 Thinking of You

2668 With Love + heart

2655 B-Day SeaShore

 2760 Seahorses

2763 Starfish

 2761 Portholes/Anchor

2764 Shell/Anchor/Seahorse

 2762 Shells

2765 Beach Huts

Designed by Caroline Yates, daughter of Caryn & Stephen who designed the SandScript cards, this new collection of six 
greeting cards offers a clean, contemporary nautical design, and is blank inside to suit a range of occasions. Supplied 
with gummed silver/grey envelopes. Each measures 15x15cm.

SandScript Greeting Cards
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EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN

Bottle 
Opener

Limited 
Stock

Sold 
Out

4656 Yacht, red/
white/blue

4657 Blue Ship’s 
Wheel

4658 Anchor, purple

3808 “Captain” 
Keyring, brass

3811 “Captain” 
Keyring, pewter-

coated

3809 “Skipper” 
Keyring, brass

3812 “Skipper” 
Keyring, pewter-

coated

3810 “Ancient 
Mariner” Keyring, 

brass

3813 “Ancient 
Mariner” Keyring, 

pewter-coated

4950 “Captain” 
Leather Keyring

4951 “Skipper”  
Leather Keyring

4952 “Ancient Mariner” 
Leather Keyring

Please note: There maybe variations in the shades of leather

4953 “Grumpy Old 
Man” Leather Keyring

6825 Life Ring, blue

4954 “Old Sea Dog” 
Leather Keyring

6826 Life Ring, red

4955 Anchor Leather 
Keyring

6828 Anchor, blue

6830 Pirate Flag 
Bottle Opener

Keyrings
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Sell More 
Keyrings! 
A space-efficient 
and practical way to 
display money-earning, 
impulse-buy, keyrings 
near the till. Holds 
up to 72 keyrings and 
rotates fully. Height 
36cm, 15cm wide. 
FREE on request with 
starter orders for 144 or 
more keyrings. 

2941 Rotating 
keyring merchandiser

4650 Bell Keyring 4651 Propeller 
Keyring

4718 Propeller 
with Shackle 

Keyring

4652 Pulley 
Keyring

4719 Anchor & 
Compass Keyring

4653 Dolphin 
Keyring

4475 Working 
Compass Keyring

4654 Anchor 
Keyring

55182 Captain’s 
Cap Keyring

4655 Ship’s Wheel 
Keyring

6827 Sailboat  
Keyring

2917 Brushed Steel 
Vernier Caliper 

Keyring

2918 Mini 
Screwdriver 

Keyring

2919 Brushed Steel 
Adjustable Spanner 

Keyring

2921 Yacht 
Keyring

6820 Knotted Rope, 
dark blue

6821 Knotted 
Rope, red

6822 Knotted Rope, 
light blue

Keyrings
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4521 4535 4457

4539 45564555 4584 53544530

5738 4526 730745294832 4524 4525

4459 4473

4448 445044445739 4451 4454 4456

4523

Lights up!

Limited 
Stock

Limited 
Stock

Sold 
Out

4832 Miners Lamp/LED Keyring
4529 Brass Compass Keyring
5738 Brass Lidded Compass Keyring
4524 Brass Anchor Keyring
4525 Policeman’s Whistle Keyring
4526 Monkey Fist Knot, Red/White/Blue
7307 Monkey Fist Knot Keyring

5739 Telescope Keyring
4444 Ship’s Wheel & Compass Keyring
4448 Ship’s Wheel Keyring
4450 Ship’s Bell Keyring
4451 Stockless Anchor Keyring
4454 Whistle Keyring
4456 Telegraph Keyring

4530 Shark Bottle Opener Keyring
4539 World Globe Keyring
4555 Anchor Lamp Keyring
4556 Diving Helmet Keyring
4584 Telescope Keyring
5354 Cannon Keyring.

4523 40-year Calendar Keyring
4459 Mini Bosun’s Call Keyring
4473 Propeller Keyring
4521 Seahorse Keyring
4535 Lifebelt Keyring.  
4457 40-year Calendar & World Time

Keyrings
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4819447744534527
Floating Keyrings
Our floating cork keyrings are available with red or green 
ropes for port and starboard (e.g. twin engines) and have 
saved many red faces. Also available is our hollow version 
to keep other essentials safe – cash, medication etc.

Hidden safe

2902 2903 2904 2907290629052901

Limited 
Stock

4659 Anchor 
(Gemstone) 

Keyring

4668 Fish Bones 
Bottle Opener 

Keyring

4665 Ship’s 
Wheel Keyring, 

silver

4669 Lobster 
Bottle Opener 

Keyring

4666 50-yr 
Calendar 
Keyring

2910 Whistle 
Keyring, chrome

2911 Compass  
Rose Keyring

4527 Cork Keyring with Triple Ball. 

4453 Cork Floating Keyring. Supports 3 keys. 

4477 Champagne Cork Keyring. Novel, outsize 
celebration cork will keep half-a-dozen keys afloat. 

4819 Hidden Safe Cork Keyring. Keep your essentials 
safe, cash, medication etc. 

Cork Keyrings
2901 Cork Floating Ball
2902 Cork Sailboat
2903 Cork Lighthouse
2904 Cork Ship’s Wheel
2905 Cork Dolphin
2906 Cork Anchor
2907 Cork Seahorse

Keyrings
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Cushions, pillows, toys or ornaments, it’s up to you! These are unique, highly 
realistic, and great fun. Printed on both sides and firmly stuffed to give them 
authentic shapes and appearance. The fish are made from strong hardwearing 
polyester with a shiny gloss finish, whilst the wood pillows have a soft touch 
finish. All are CE tested for toy safety (ages 3 upwards).

All printed 
both sides

56100 Giant Common Carp Cushion, 100cm 56189 Common Carp Cushion, 64cm

56188 Giant Orca Cushion, 118cm 56102 Herring Cushion, 58cm

56135 Mackerel Cushion 56136 Sea Bass Cushion

56126 Rainbow Trout Cushion, 60cm56128 Perch Cushion, 50cm

56134 Salmon Cushion, 85cm

56130 Cod Cushion, 75cm

56132 Pike Cushion, 80cm 56145 Giant Pike Cushion, 110cm

56185 Great White Shark Cushion, 120cm

56101 Mini Great White Shark  
Cushion, 53cm

56103 Common Crab Cushion, 65cm

56094 Monster Carp Fish Cushion, 160cm

Fish Cushions
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24-Hour Clock ....................................................19

A 
Adhesives ...................................................... 50-51
Air Horn ..............................................................40
Aluminium Yachts ...............................................27
Anchor Lamps .....................................................32
Anemometer ........................................................36

B 
Barbecue .............................................................41
Barometers .............................................. 16-25, 36
Beanies ..........................................................62, 67
Bell Ropes ...........................................................31
Bells ..............................................................30, 31
Blowtorch Lighter ...............................................37
Boat Buddy .........................................................48
Boat Cleaner ..................................................48, 49
Boat Stickers ................................................. 52-53
Bosun’s Calls .......................................................28
Bottle Openers ....................................................43
Brass Bells ....................................................30, 31
Brass Clocks  ................................................. 16-24
Brass Hooks ........................................................26
Brass Lamps .................................................. 32-34
Brass Yachts ........................................................27
Breton Caps .........................................................62
Breton Tops .........................................................65
Bridge Instruments ..............................................17
Buckets ................................................................44
Bump Caps ..........................................................63

C 
Cabin Instruments ...............................................17
Caps ...............................................................62, 63
Captain’s Caps .....................................................62
Captain’s Socks ...................................................61
Casio Watches .....................................................15
Chrome Bells ......................................................30
Chrome Instruments ...................................... 20-24
Chrome Lamps ....................................................35
Cleaning Products ......................................... 48-49
Clinometer ...........................................................33
Clip Light ..............................................................3
Clocks ........................................................... 16-25
Clothing................................................... 61, 64-67
Coast Torches .................................................... 5-9
Coasters ...............................................................71
Coathooks ...........................................................26
Cobb ....................................................................41
Code Flags ..........................................................54
Companionway Rope Fittings .............................26
Compass ........................................................36, 37
Compasses ...........................................................37
Cork Keyrings .....................................................77
Countdown Watches ................................10, 11, 15
Crew Beanies ......................................................62
Crew Caps ...........................................................63
Crew Clothing .....................................................61
Crew Mugs ..............................................40, 58, 60
Crew T-shirts .......................................................64
Cushions ........................................................55, 78

D 
DexShell Clothing ......................................... 66-67
Digital Compass ..................................................36
Dishrack ..............................................................40
Drinksware ..........................................................43

E 
Ensigns ................................................................54

F 
Fish Cushions ......................................................78
Fish Smoker ........................................................39
Flags ....................................................................54
Flexible Spirit Level ............................................38
Floating Keyrings  ...............................................77
Foghorn ...............................................................40
Folding Buckets ..................................................44
Folding Dish Rack...............................................40
Folding Hooks .....................................................26

G 
Galley Cloths ......................................................42
Gelcoat Sealer .....................................................49
Gimballed Lamps ................................................35
Gipsy Moth Lamp ...............................................34
Glasses (Drinking) ................................. 43, 59- 60
Gloves .................................................................67
Good2Go Boating Game .....................................40
Gorilla Glue & Tape ...................................... 50-51
Greeting Cards .............................................. 68-73
Guernsey Sweaters ..............................................65

H 
Hammock ............................................................39
Hand Bells ...........................................................31
Hats ......................................................... 62-63, 67
Head Torches .........................................................9
Hip Flask .......................................................43, 59
Hooks ..................................................................26
Hurricane Lamp ..................................................34
Hygrometers ............................................20, 23, 36

I 
Instruments .................................................... 16-24

K 
Keyring Tools ........................................................4
Keyrings ........................................................ 74-77
Knots DVD ..........................................................39

L 
Lamps ............................................................ 32-35
Lanterns ................................................ 3, 8, 32-34
Laundry Bag .......................................................55
LED Torches ..............................................2-3, 5-9
Life Ring .............................................................39
Lighter .................................................................33
Lighters ...............................................................37
Limit Watches ............................................... 10-14

M 
Magnet ................................................................37
Megaphone ..........................................................28
Mike Peyton Cards ..............................................71
Mirrors ................................................................29
Monocular ...........................................................36
Muggi ..................................................................41
Mugs .................................................40, 57, 58, 60
MultiTools .............................................................4

N 
Naked Laundry Bag ............................................55
Navigation Lamps .........................................33, 35
NexTool .................................................................4
NexTorch ...............................................................2
Non-slip Matting ........................................... 44-47
Notebooks ...........................................................57

O 
Oil Lamps ................................................32, 33, 34
Outdoor Barometer .............................................36

P 
Pocket Hammock ................................................39
Pocket Monocular ...............................................36
Porthole Mirrors ..................................................29
Pot Rests ..............................................................47
Pumps ............................................................37, 38

Q 
QuickFix Instruments .................................... 18-21

R 
Radio-silence Clocks ..........................................21
Rechargeable Torches ....................................2, 5, 7
Recovery Magnet ................................................37
Red Ensign ..........................................................54
Rope Fittings .......................................................26

S 
SafaSail Hats .......................................................63
Saloon Instruments .............................................17
Schatz Clocks ......................................................16
Sea Searcher Magnet ...........................................37
Ship’s Bells ..........................................................30
Ship’s Wheel Clocks ...........................................25
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T 
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Tarnish-free Instruments ............................... 18-21
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